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AN ANALYSIS AND PERFORMANCE GUIDE OF
STEVE REICH’S MALLET QUARTET
Steve Reich’s music has had a profound effect on the contemporary percussionist’s
repertoire. More recently, his Mallet Quartet (2009) has been one of the most performed
works in the rising genre of mallet-keyboard quartets, which was featured in Third Coast
Percussion’s 2017 Grammy-winning album Third Coast Percussion | Steve Reich. With
Mallet Quartet, Reich codified this type of ensemble into the contemporary repertoire of
percussion as evidenced through current commissions in progress by groups such as Sō
Percussion and Third Coast Percussion.
The purpose of this document is to delineate the trajectory (past and present) of the
mallet-keyboard quartet and highlight the most important compositional characteristics
found within Mallet Quartet. These characteristics include the use of canonical
augmentations, large-scale tonal shifts, rhythmic modification, and developing variation.
After this analysis, this dissertation provides a performance guide to Mallet Quartet which
specifically address the practicalities necessary for a successful performance. Topics such
as the setup of instruments, mallet considerations, approaches to challenges in part-reading,
and common ensemble issues are discussed.
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PART ONE
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
Steve Reich’s music has had a profound effect on the contemporary
percussionist’s repertoire. More recently, his Mallet Quartet (2009) has been one of the
most performed works in the rising genre of mallet-keyboard quartets. Featured in Third
Coast Percussion’s 2017 Grammy-winning album Third Coast Percussion | Steve Reich,
Mallet Quartet has arguably codified this type of ensemble into the contemporary
repertoire of percussion as evidenced through current commissions in progress by groups
such as Sō Percussion and Third Coast Percussion with noted composers such as
Donnacha Dennehy and Paul Lansky.
The purpose of this document is to delineate the trajectory—both past and
present—of the mallet-keyboard quartet and highlight the most important compositional
characteristics found within Mallet Quartet, including the use of canonical
augmentations, large-scale tonal shifts, rhythmic modification, and developing variation.
Through the use of analytical lenses borrowed from the theory of harmony and rhythm,
concepts such as metrical dissonance and hypermeter (Harold Krebs) as well as figures of
diatonic relations (Ian Bates) will be discussed.1,2
After this analysis, a performance guide to Mallet Quartet is outlined, which
specifically addresses the elements necessary for a successful performance. Topics such
as the setup of instruments, mallet considerations, approaches to challenges in partreading, and common ensemble issues are discussed. Furthermore, correspondences with

Harold Krebs, “Hypermeter and Hypermetric Irregularity in the Songs of Josephine Lang,” in Engaging
Music, ed. by Deborah Stein, 14-20 (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005).
2
Ian Bates, “Vaughan William’s Five Variants of ‘Dives and Lazarus’: A Study of the Composer’s
Approach to Diatonic Organization,” Music Theory Spectrum, vol. 34, no. 1, 39, 2012.
1

2

various members of Mallet Quartet’s commissioning groups are included offering
contrasting approaches and experiences with the composer and his work.
It is my intent that this research will serve as an important tool to performers to
share practical considerations and approaches that will aid future performances of this
iconic work.

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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CHAPTER 2
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE MALLET QUARTET
Since the age of primitive man, percussion has, in many ways, been an integral
part of our society and culture for thousands of years. As one of the earliest forms of
music-making apart from the human voice, percussive instruments have been utilized for
a broad spectrum of cultural settings including adoration, ceremonial, dance, and ritual
purposes. Contrary to the evolution of other instruments such as the violin and trumpet,
most instruments in the percussion family rose out of military, novelty, foreign, and
religious contexts before formally finding their inclusion in the narrative of Western art
music. While its evolution has reached a delta in the twenty-first century, a number of
fertile conditions throughout history caused this art form to rise and flourish throughout
our world’s history.
In the 1971 reference Percussion Instruments and Their History, scholar James
Blades argues that percussion is one of the oldest art forms in the world. In the early parts
of civilization, the inception of percussion instruments occurred during times of primitive
man with the beating of their chests to create war-like thuds to assert dominance over
others. This early practice of beating hand on chest articulated the definition of
percussion—the action of forcefully striking one object with another—and mankind soon
found further use of natural objects as noise-makers. More directly, Blades states that the
original percussion instruments were the shaking of child rattles, potentially a dried gourd
filled with seeds or dried berries.3 Furthermore, the earliest depictions of instruments
around 4000-3000 BC were bone or clay idiophones used in combination with dance
James Blades, “Origins of Percussion,” in Percussion Instruments and Their History, 33-42 (New York:
Fredrick A. Praeger, 1970).

3
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rituals.4 Other instruments that perhaps found their use in early culture were slit drums,
made out of hollowed-out logs or tree trunks struck with the other implements—bones or
smaller tree branches—to resonate the wood’s body. Following this breakthrough, it is
possible that primitive humans discovered the potential sounds from striking the stretched
hide of a deer or other animals over a resonating body such as a log or hole in the ground.
Unfortunately, scholars are unsure of the exact date these practices began due to the
natural decomposition of organic materials. As a result, most sources stem from cave
paintings of the period.
Centuries later during 2000-1000 BC, different kinds of percussion instruments
began to emerge across the world. In East Africa, the dried ears of gazelle were sewn
together and filled with small rocks to create shakers. In Mexico, Aztec ruins found
artifacts of bone scrapers stemming from around 1200-1300 AD, making them some of
the oldest known percussion instruments in the world. While these instruments may seem
recent, they are with no doubt products of a long history of the music-making traditions
of primitive man from thousands of years ago.
Most notably, however, the primitive xylophone—while it did not particularly
resemble pitches in the modern sense—began to find its way into paintings across Africa
and Asia which then initiated a trajectory leading through modern times.
In China, the primitive xylophone mostly resembled a sort of table-like instrument
to be laid across a player’s lap and most likely created an unpitched, noisy sonority. In
Africa, the primitive xylophones featured multiple wooden slats across a frame with
resonating gourds that were mostly used in conjunction with drums for dance and
Idiophones are instruments which resonate on their own when struck together, such as two bones or two
rocks.

4
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entertainment. In Java, the earliest practices of gamelan emerged around the third
century.5
While the Western art music narrative began during the Middle Ages with church
music in Europe, keyboard percussion instruments did not rise in popularity in this art
form until the final three decades of the nineteenth century. During the Renaissance, the
rise of choral genres—deeply rooted in religious practice primarily for the Catholic
church—found little to no use of the accessory percussion instruments developed in
Eastern Europe during this time, such as the sistrum, triangle, and tambourine.
Carrying similar timbral characteristics to the cymbal, triangle, and Javanese
saron, glockenspiel-type metallic keyboard percussion instruments began to develop in
Germany during the early eighteenth century, which eventually led to the creation of the
modern glockenspiel.6 Classical works such as Mozart’s The Magic Flute features a
prominent glockenspiel excerpt. Wagner’s use of this instrument in his musical drama
The Valkyrie from The Ring of the Nibelung cycle in 1870 began a long chain of
keyboard percussion’s use in the Western repertoire including Saint-Saëns’ 1874 use of
the xylophone in Danse macabre to depict the bones of a skeleton.
Branching from the development of the xylophone, the modern marimba stemmed
from Guatemalan roots. With the transplantation of trade and colonization, early versions
of the marimba began to emerge in Central America in the late-seventeenth century. After
centuries of cultural tradition, the Hurtado family played a pivotal role in the spread of

James Blades, “The Primitive Xylophone,” in Percussion Instruments and Their History, 71-88 (New
York: Fredrick A. Praeger, 1970).
6
James Blades et al., “Glockenspiel,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press,
accessed September 4, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/11286.
5
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the marimba to other countries starting in 1900s at various expositions.7 These
appearances in foreign lands attracted audiences and led to the development of
commercial marimbas from companies such as Deagan and Musser.
From a Western music perspective, 1913 marks the year for two radically
important events in the trajectory of contemporary percussion: the premiere of Igor
Stravinsky’s ballet The Rite of Spring and the publication of Luigi Russolo’s manifesto
“The Art of Noise.”
Many important implications stemmed from the riots that occurred with The Rite
of Spring. First and foremost, it challenged the current notion for what music was (along
with the dissolution of tonality from Schoenberg’s String Quartet No. 2 in 1908).
Stravinsky’s pioneering use of the percussion section to imply a radically new
perspective influenced countless of future composers, such as Conlon Nancarrow, John
Cage, Steve Reich, Alejandro Viñao, and Karlheinz Stockhausen, to compose
monumental works for percussion alone in the decades to come. Without a doubt, this
influence certainly affected the state of our current repertoire.
The second—and perhaps most important—event that stemmed from 1913 was
Luigi Russolo’s manifesto “The Art of Noise.” As a leading figure in the Futurist
movement, Russolo outlined an new logical progression of music and the implications of
the Machine Age. In the years following the Industrial Revolution, our world had been
getting noisier with the modernization of cities, towering construction of skyscrapers,
building of cars, flight of airplanes, and other profoundly important technological
advances witnessed in the early twentieth century. Due to the emergence of these new
Vida Chenoweth, “History and Development of the Marimba,” in The Marimbas of Guatemala, 74-77
(Lexington: The University of Kentucky Press, 1974).
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sounds, Russolo believed the music of the future would draw upon the construction and
composition of several types of noises such as roars, shrills, and growls facilitated by the
invention of his noise-making instruments known as intonarumori. Though these
instruments were destroyed with the arrival of World War II, his thoughts and creative
ideas certainly resound with many leading contemporary composers of the modern era.
Around this same time, the development of jazz and vaudevillian entertainment
rose in the early part of the century. Originating as an instrument called the steel
marimba, the mid-1920s saw the inclusion of the vibraphone in these settings as well as
the concert works of Darius Milhaud and Alban Berg in the 1930s.8 Musicians such as
Lionel Hampton, Milt Jackson, and Gary Burton played a critical role in proliferation of
the instrument in Western musical settings through jazz in correlation with the
innovations and traditions of the modern drumset.
In the recent development of the modern percussion repertoire, the twentieth
century has seen many advances in percussion ensembles as well. Most notably, Edgard
Varese’s Ionisation played a pivotal role in its trajectory as the first ensemble written for
percussion alone in 1931.9 Highly interested in sound-masses and rhythm, Varese kept
his distance from traditional practice and tonality, preferring timbral relationships and
combinations. Best demonstrated through this 1931 masterwork for percussion,
Ionisation—written for thirteen players on thirty-four instruments—exploits the
ionization of molecules in a musical context through the evolution of rhythmic cells. In
James Blades et al., “Vibraphone,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press,
accessed September 4, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/29286.
9
While many symphonic composers such as Gottschalk and Tcherepnin composed movements which
featured percussionists alone, they are not considered by scholars since they are not standalone works.
Furthermore, Amadeo Roldán’s Ritmica No. 5 and Ritmica No. 6 from 1930 may predate Ionisation though
many scholars argue its integrity due to its exclusive use of non-Western instruments.
8
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addition to the expansion and variation of these motives, Varese brilliantly synthesizes
three contrasting instrumental groups to create unique timbres and manipulates the large
array of percussion instruments to create composite pseudo-melodies and harmonies.
With this work, Varese brought together percussionists to continue the growth of this new
ensemble and inspired future composers—such as John Cage and Lou Harrison—to
compose for the medium in the following years.
Until the 1950s, with the emergence of accredited percussion ensemble courses at
universities across the country, the percussion ensemble was a group that was formed for
a single purpose – usually one single concert before disbanding. Notably, the codification
of the percussion ensemble at the university pushed progress which eventually found the
formation of groups such as NEXUS, Blackearth Percussion Group, Dick Schory
Percussion Pops Orchestra, and countless others. Furthermore, the 1980s saw the
establishment of the keyboard-heavy, tonal “percussion orchestra” from the University of
Oklahoma Commissioning Series under director Dr. Richard Gipson. Additionally,
advances in avant-garde movements pushed contemporary genres to new heights with the
development of Bang on a Can and other ultra-modernist chamber groups.
With the advancement of the percussion ensemble at this time, a variety of
smaller chamber mallet-keyboard ensembles such as Daniel Levitan’s Marimba Quartet
(1987), Rüdiger Pawassar’s Sculpture in Wood (1995), and Christopher Deane’s
Vespertine Formations (2003) began to emerge. While these works were composed for
the marimba quartet, the core instrumentation of two marimbas and two vibraphones
(hereinafter referred to as the mallet quartet) popularized in the twenty-first century
(Table 2.1). Due in part to the practicalities of touring and limitations for equipment,

9

composers such as Anders Åstrand were forced to condense the instrumentation to a
smaller core. For Åstrand, his musical score for a performance with a Swedish dance
company would later manifest into Ice Dance (2002) for mallet quartet and accordion.10
Though composers throughout history have shifted their compositional approach with
limitations such as these (John Cage invented the prepared piano to accompany a dance
performance due to a lack of space for multiple percussion instruments), this particular
instrumentation has been attractive to audiences and composers alike for many years.
Table 2.1 Selected Works for Mallet Quartet
Composer
Anderson, Thad
Åstrand, Anders
Butler, Christopher
David, James
Dennehy, Donnacha
Kotche, Glenn
Lansky, Paul
Mellits, Marc
Pereira, Joseph
Perez, Francisco
Psathas, John
Reich, Steve
Rivera, Luis
Skidmore, David
Skidmore, David

Title
By-and-By
Ice Dance
False Summit
Shifting Cells
Broken Unison
Wild Sound
Patterns
Gravity
Mallet Quartet
Selva Luminosa
Kyoto
Mallet Quartet
Quartet for Metal and Wood
Torched and Wrecked
Take Anything You Want

Year
2013
2002
2016
2011
2017
2014
2011
2013
2013
2017
2011
2009
2010
2015
2015

According to Jason Treuting of Sō Percussion, the idea of the utilizing the mallet
quartet core in the literature of chamber percussion stemmed from its use in works by
Steve Reich such as his 1984 work, Sextet.11 Scored for six players on two marimbas, two
vibraphones, two keyboards (piano and organ), and other accessory percussion
instruments, this effective fusion of the wooden rhythmic capabilities of the marimbas

10
11

Anders Åstrand, Ice Dance, Nashville: Innovative Percussion, 2002, Notes.
Jason Treuting. Interview by Francisco Perez. Email correspondence. August 25, 2017.

10

with the sustain and brilliance of the vibraphones creates attractive textures alongside the
pianos and organs during the course of the work’s five movements. Receiving its
American premiere in 1985 by several members of the Canadian percussion group
NEXUS, the influence of this work as well as others by Reich and Cage set a
compositional course in motion that would permeate the repertoire of second generation
percussion ensembles like Sō Percussion and Third Coast Percussion, and would
encourage future composers to write for this instrumentation.
In an interview with the author, Adam Sliwinski of Sō Percussion shared his
thoughts on the validity of the mallet quartet:
…there is something very interesting about two marimbas and two vibraphones.
The balance of wood and metal allows for some timbral coloring, and it’s easier
to get those instruments in a room together than it is to find four of any one
instrument (four marimbas, four vibraphones, etc.). The pedals on the vibes offer
this opportunity for sustain, and the low range of the marimbas expand the
register possibilities.12
Following Sextet, Reich continued to incorporate similar instrumentations in his
works leading up to his 2009 work, Mallet Quartet. Upon the widespread success of the
piece in percussion ensemble concerts throughout the world, composers such as Paul
Lansky, Marc Mellits, and John Psathas adapted a similar instrumentational approach in
their new works (whether intentionally or by chance, it is unknown) and significantly
aided in the rise of the mallet quartet in the 2010s.
Commissioned by the Ju Percussion Group, Kyoto (2011) by New Zealand
composer John Psathas showcases an unrelenting rhythmic pulse and aggressive melodic
gestures inspired by a 1976 improvisation performed by Keith Jarrett in Kyoto, Japan.
Scored for five players on two marimbas, two vibraphones, and a set of drums, Kyoto
12

Adam Sliwinski, Interview by Francisco Perez, Email correspondence, August 25, 2017.
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explores the driving qualities that the instruments naturally manifest, where the marimbas
provide rhythmic motor while vibraphones provide powerful melodic riffs, to create an
exhilarating, virtuosic work for chamber percussion ensemble.
Also composed in 2011, Patterns by Princeton University composer-professor,
Paul Lansky, is a twelve-minute work for mallet quartet with supplemental metal and
wooden accessories such as woodblocks and cowbells. As a successful composer in
electronic music, similar characteristics, patterns, and textures are found throughout to
render riveting sonorities and atmospheres. Patterns was commissioned by a consortium
of colleges and universities led by Dr. Eric Willie of the University of North CarolinaGreensboro.
In 2013, American composer Marc Mellits composed Gravity for a consortium of
performing ensembles led by Thad Anderson, percussion professor at the University of
Central Florida. As an eclectic post-Minimalist composer, Mellits weaves the highly
percussive sonorities from the mallet keyboards in a unique manner with the use of a
minimized harmonic language passing through a wide spectrum of odd-meters.
More recently, David Skidmore of Third Coast Percussion has written three
compositions with the instrumentation of two marimbas and two vibraphones for his
ensemble: Uncommon Patterns in Uncommon Time (2011), Torched and Wrecked
(2015), and Take Anything You Want (2017). All offering an optional electronic
accompanimental track, Skidmore’s works capture contrasting atmospheres while
exploring the riveting possibilities of percussive juxtaposition through various influences
such as composer Alejandro Viñao and Swedish metal band, Meshuggah.

12

With a wide variety of compositions for the mallet quartet available for
performance at the time of this dissertation’s publication, the future is promising for new
literature in this genre:
…In the coming years, we are interested in commissioning a few pieces for [the
mallet quartet]. Vijay Iyer is currently writing for us and Donnacha Dennehy’s
piece has taken on a similar instrumentation with a few added instruments. I was
interested in writing for that instrumentation to be a companion piece of sorts to
Mallet Quartet. My piece will be in 3 movements as well and pairs the 2
instruments in a similar way that Reich does, using canons, etc. But in this way,
the inspiration was partly logistical/practical to have another piece to play when 2
vibes and 2 marimbas are on stage. When the practical meets the artistic (I have
been writing a series of pieces using translating Sudoku puzzles into pitches that
would work well in this instrumentation), then good things can happen. That is
my hope in this new project!13
Stemming from these logistical and practical necessities, the repertoire for the mallet
quartet will continue to grow in the years to come.

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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Jason Treuting. Interview by Francisco Perez. Email correspondence. August 25, 2017.
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CHAPTER 3
A SHORT BIOGRAPHY OF STEVE REICH
As a pioneer in the Minimalist movement, Steve Reich is a New York-based
Pulitzer Prize-winning composer whose music fuses simplicity, steady pulse, and
repetition through a unique harmonic language.14 Often called “America’s greatest living
composer,” Reich’s music explores unique dimensions and has been heralded by some as
the only living composer to have “altered the direction of musical history.” 15,16 Born in
New York, New York in 1936, Reich began his venture as a musician at a young age
through piano and drum set. After graduating from Cornell University with a philosophy
degree in 1957, Reich dedicated much of his time to compositional studies with Hall
Overton. After studying with William Bergsma and Vincent Persichetti at the Juilliard
School from 1958 to 1961, Reich left for California to pursue a master’s in composition
at Mills College from 1961 to 1963.
Once he arrived at Mills College, Reich began to experiment with the serialist
aesthetic under the tutelage of Luciano Berio and Darius Milhaud. As an important figure
in the movement himself, Berio prolonged the dissolution of tonality in Western art
music in the footsteps of Arnold Schoenberg and the Second Viennese School.17 Though

“2009 Pulitzer Prizes,” The Pulitzer Prizes, Accessed September 3, 2017,
http://www.pulitzer.org/prize-winners-by-year/2009.
Reich’s Double Sextet from 2007 was awarded the 2009 Pulitzer Prize in Music as “a major work that
displays an ability to channel an initial burst of energy into a large-scale musical event, built with masterful
control and consistently intriguing to the ear.”
15
Kyle Gann, “Grand Old Youngster,” The Village Voice, July 13, 1999,
https://www.villagevoice.com/1999/07/13/grand-old-youngster/.
16
“Biography,” Steve Reich, Accessed September 2, 2017, http://www.stevereich.com/bio.html.
17
Following his Second String Quartet in 1908, Schoenberg and his pupils, Alban Berg and Anton Webern,
led this compositional revolution and pioneered the twelve-tone system. Many other important composers
such as Pierre Boulez and Luciano Berio continued these practices throughout the twentieth century.
14

14

he continuously tried his hand in the movement, Reich began to have doubts with the
twelve-tone system:
Schoenberg read it correctly and said, “Well, let’s really dissolve it and produce
something new to organize sound in a way that’s totally not tonal.” I understood
that, I respected that, but I didn’t feel one ounce of attraction towards it. I had to
learn how to do it – I mean, you can’t study with Luciano Berio and not learn how
to write twelve-tone music…[So] Berio told me, “If you want to write tonal
music, why don’t you write tonal music?” And I said, “Well, that’s what I’m
trying to do.”18
With this statement from his teacher, Reich decided to move on.
While in California, Reich had the fortune to work with many West Coast
composers, in particular, Terry Riley. As another key figure in what would eventually be
named the Minimalist movement, Riley’s music had a profound influence on Reich in
addition to his newfound obsession with the music of John Coltrane and Ewe drumming.
Furthermore, his friendship with Riley led to his performance as an ensemble member for
In C’s 1964 premiere.
Influences
During his tenure in San Francisco in the 1960s, Reich established his first main
compositional period almost by chance. At this time, Reich began to experiment with
what would eventually be coined as his pioneering phase-shifting technique. After
recording and then listening back to a black Pentecostal preacher on the streets of San
Francisco on a multiple tape loop, Reich noticed that one of the two tapes was a slightest
length shorter than the other and consequently began to play back onto each other which,
in turn, resulted in interesting rhythmic interactions. Eventually released as his first opus

ABC RN, “Steve Reich – Rhythm and Minimalism,” YouTube, May 6, 2012,
https://youtu.be/pFS8Ru27rqs.
18
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It’s Gonna Rain (1965), this technique subsequently manifested into a wide variety of
works for tape or live instruments such as Come Out (1966), Piano Phase (1967), Violin
Phase (1967), and Pendulum Music (1968).
As the next formative event in the development of his compositional voice, Reich
took a trip to Ghana in the summer of 1970 to further explore the music and traditional
drumming of the Ewe tribe.19 Already exposed to simplified transcriptions of this music
in the early 60s, Reich’s keen interest and curiosity in the rhythmic construction of this
music eventually convinced him to make the voyage east across the Atlantic. In residence
at the University of Ghana’s Institute of African Studies, Reich studied a variety of styles
with master drummer Gideon Alorworye and took on a focus with a specific dance form,
Gahu. Though his tenure in Ghana was cut short by illness, Reich absorbed the rhythmic
language of this dance and established his gravitation toward the use of compound
meters, where meters can be perceived in either û or ë. Through this paradigm, Reich
creates a constant pull between three groupings of four beats or four groupings of three
beats, which would eventually establish the settings of pieces such as Drumming (1971),
Clapping Music (1972), and many others throughout his career.
In a lateral move away from serialism, Reich sought to find an efficient method to
construct process-based music free from the exaggerated expression portrayed in the
Romantic period. Pieces such as Reich’s Music for Pieces of Wood (1973)—completely
grounded through an obvious rhythmic process—emerged and present an effective
counterpart with the serialist movement from twelve-tone composers. Upon the evolution
of Reich’s style, the American composer stepped away from his solely rhythmic- and
Steve Reich, “Gahu – A Dance of the Ewe Tribe in Ghana,” in Writings on Music, 1965-2000, ed. Paul
Hillier (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004).
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phase-based works of the 1960s and early 1970s to find a new style through tonal and
melodic concepts.
While still adhering to the Minimalist aesthetic, Reich gravitated towards the
canon, stating, “I learn more from Perotin or Machaut than I do from Beethoven or,
certainly, any of the Romantics.”20 In this Medieval era, motets and other liturgical
genres based on a cantus firmus emanated from churches across Europe, which featured
drawn-out textures of harmonic stasis and repetition – all characteristics which Reich
found influential that began to permeate his works in the mid-1970s. In addition to these
Medieval composers, Reich found great influence from the Brandenburg concerti of J.S.
Bach and the unique tonal and rhythmic approach of Igor Stravinsky and Bela Bartok.
With his “card-carrying membership [having] an Igor [Stravinsky] stamped on it,” Reich
catapulted into the international spotlight with Music for 18 Musicians in 1976 and the
formidable success of his ensemble, Steve Reich and Musicians.21
Reputation and Other Works for Percussion
Establishing himself as an important figure in the Minimalist movement with his
formative works of the 1960s and 1970s, Reich has since been a prolific composer within
a broad range of genres. Commissioned by a number of major ensembles and soloists
ranging from Kronos Quartet to Pat Metheny to the San Francisco Symphony, works
such as Different Trains (1988) and Three Tales (2002) have received critical acclaim
through their musical brilliance and powerful social implications. 22 Furthermore, Reich

ABC RN, “Steve Reich – Rhythm and Minimalism,” YouTube, May 6, 2012,
https://youtu.be/pFS8Ru27rqs.
21
Ibid.
22
Composed for string quartet, Different Trains explores techniques such as speech-melody, drones, and
ostinati through the addition of another member to the string quartet: pre-recorded tape featuring voices and
20
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has been awarded a number of prestigious accolades such as the BBVA Foundation
Frontiers of Knowledge Award in 2014 as well as a Pulitzer Prize in Music for his piece,
Double Sextet, in 2009.
As evidence of his stature in contemporary music, 2016 saw the celebration of
Reich’s 80th birthday with over 400 major performances worldwide in the concert halls of
over 20 countries across the world.23 While many of his most popular works are scored
for multiple instrumental groups, Reich’s works for percussion have, without a doubt,
tremendously enriched the musical literature of percussion with twelve compositions to
date (Table 3.1).
Table 3.1 Works for Percussion by Steve Reich24
Title
Marimba Phase
Pendulum Music
Four Organs
Drumming
Clapping Music
Music for Pieces of Wood
Sextet
Six Marimbas
Typing Music
Nagoya Marimbas
Dance Patterns
Mallet Quartet
Quartet

Instrumentation
Two Marimbas
Three or Four Microphones
Four Electric Organs and Maracas
Nine Percussionists, Piccolo, and Voices
Two Performers
Five Tuned Claves
Four Percussionists, Two Keyboards
Six Marimbas
Two Claves, Two Clappers, Two Bass Drums
Two Marimbas
Two Vibraphones, Two Xylophones, Two Pianos
Two Marimbas, Two Vibraphones
Two Vibraphones, Two Pianos

Year
1967
1968
1970
1971
1972
1973
1984
1986
1993
1994
2002
2009
2013

sounds related to the tragic events of the Holocaust. Three Tales is a video opera exposing the dark nature
of world issues such as atomic bomb testing and cloning.
23
Corinna da Fonseca-Wollheim, “Review: One Birthday Tribute (of Many) for Steve Reich,” The New
York Times, Accessed September 3, 2017, https://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/17/arts/music/reviewbirthday-tribute-for-steve-reich-at-miller-theater.html?mcubz=1.
24
While many solo works for winds or strings have been transcribed and adapted for percussion, this list
only includes works strictly for percussion as well as chamber works for percussion and keyboards (piano
or organ).
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As a prominent figure in the proliferation and expansion of contemporary
percussion literature, Reich’s innovations in harmony, melody, and rhythm through
percussion continue to push the boundaries of audiences and performers alike. His
works—along with those of John Cage and Lou Harrison, to name a few—have been
pivotal in the establishment of major percussion groups across the world such as NEXUS
Percussion, Amadinda Percussion Group, Sō Percussion, and Third Coast Percussion. In
this dissertation’s next chapter, an overview and critical perspectives surrounding his
2009 work, Mallet Quartet, will be presented.

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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CHAPTER 4
AN OVERVIEW OF STEVE REICH’S MALLET QUARTET
With seminal works such as Drumming (1971), Music for 18 Musicians (1976),
Sextet (1984), and Six Marimbas (1986), Steve Reich’s music has had a profound effect
on the contemporary percussionist’s repertoire. More recently, Mallet Quartet (2009) has
been one of the most performed works in the rising genre of mallet quartets, densely rich
with interlocking rhythms, canons, and slowly-evolving harmonies. Written for two
vibraphones and two marimbas in three movements, this work is Reich’s fourth
composition to solely feature mallet-keyboard percussion.25
Commission
Mallet Quartet was co-commissioned by Amadinda Percussion Group (Hungary),
NEXUS Percussion (Canada) in conjunction with Soundstreams (Canada), Sō Percussion
(United States), and Synergy Percussion (Australia) on the occasion of Amadinda
Percussion Group’s 25th anniversary. The work received its world premiere on December
6, 2009 in Budapest, Hungary performed by Amadinda and its American premiere on
January 9, 2010 in Stanford, California performed by Sō Percussion.26 It has since been
performed by these two ensembles in their respective showcase concerts at the Percussive
Arts Society International Convention in 2014 (Amadinda Percussion Group) and 2017
(Sō Percussion).

Prior mallet-keyboard works include transcriptions of piano counterparts, Marimba Phase (1967) and Six
Marimbas (1986), as well as Nagoya Marimbas (1994) for marimba duet.
26
Steve Reich, Mallet Quartet, New York/London: Hendon Music/Boosey & Hawkes, 2009, Notes.
25
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Reich’s Introduction of the Five-Octave Marimba
Though the marimba has permeated the oeuvre of Reich since Drumming in 1971,
Mallet Quartet marks his first work to include the five-octave marimba:
I had never written for five octave marimba extending down to cello C. On the
one hand I was delighted to have the possibility of a low bass and on the other
hand apprehensive since just slightly too hard a mallet that low can produce noise
instead of pitch. Eventually, after a bit of experimentation, this was well worked
out. 27
This experimentation resulted after Adam Sliwinski, a member of Sō Percussion, met
with Reich at a Bang on a Can benefit concert and asked the composer if he required any
assistance from an experimentation perspective.
…he excitedly told me that he had never written for 5-octave marimba before, but
he wanted to get a better sense of what it could do. He knew that the low register
had some unusual characteristics, and he wanted to hear some things before
setting anything into stone. I offered to have him email me some sketches, and I'd
record them on our 5-octave instrument and send them back. So we became
marimba pen pals, going through several rounds of experimentation.28
With this collaborative experimentation, Reich finalized the interlocking bass marimba
harmonies throughout various sections, most notably the work’s lush opening measures.
Initially wishing to compose slightly more condensed intervals, Reich decided to
orchestrate a widespread harmonic texture due to the unique sonority of the marimba’s
bass register. Whereas these small intervals may easily be heard in other instruments such
as a piano, intervals in this register of the marimba tend to conflict with one another and
become increasingly unclear, creating a muddied texture.29

Ibid.
Adam Sliwinski, Interview by Francisco Perez, Email correspondence, August 25, 2017.
29
Ibid.
27
28
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Compositional Overview
Similar to many of Reich’s chamber works featuring percussion, Mallet Quartet
compositionally divides its instruments’ voices to maintain a strict role throughout each
movement. For the majority of the work, the marimbas provide harmonic support and
rhythmic drive while the vibraphones present a wide range of melodic material. Though
the work only calls for four instruments, Reich’s voicings and orchestration renders a
composition with a powerful ensemble sound. Through the use of various compositional
techniques of canonical augmentations, large-scale tonal shifts, and rhythmic
modification, Mallet Quartet effectively creates a minimalist atmosphere with a unique
compositional approach.
With an approximate duration of fifteen minutes, Mallet Quartet is presented in
three movements in a similar fashion to many of his other works, Fast-Slow-Fast, to be
performed attacca, without pause. In Mallet Quartet, the main compositional processes
and canonical implementations occur during the two outer movements surrounding the
brief, central slow movement. The work’s general form is outlined in Table 4.1 with
specific characteristics explained in later chapters. Starting and ending in a key signature
of two sharps, the work exhibits a large-scale relative transformation between the
opening B-Minor statement and the final harmony of D-Major. Though the beginning of
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each movement implicates a form of each key, Reich branches away from this key center
by means of several exciting Neo-Riemannian triadic and modal transformations.30
Table 4.1 Formal Structure, Mallet Quartet
Movement

Measure #s

Duration31

Initial Tonal Area

Final Tonal Area

Main Musical Processes

I

1 – 195

6’47”

B-Minor

G#-Dorian

Canonic variations
Hypermetrical dissonance

II

196 – 284

3’10”

D-Major with
G-Dorian Harmony

G#-Minor

Rhythmic motive expanded
from first movement

III

285 – 606

4’47”

G-Dorian

D-Major

Canonic variations
Mixed-meter

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
Claude V. Palisca and Ian D. Bent, “Theory, theorists,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music
Online, Oxford University Press, accessed September 3,
2017, http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/44944.
30

As a new theoretical paradigm in the twentieth century, neo-Riemannian theory further explores the
implications of theorist Riemann’s Tonnetz, viewing harmonic transformations through a lens outside
traditional, functional harmony.
31
Based on a performance by the percussion quartet, So Percussion.
Steve Reich, “Mallet Quartet,” from WTC 9/11, Nonesuch Records B005LDOExYE, 2011, compact disc.
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CHAPTER 5
MOVEMENT I: FAST
Free from adherence to any codified form, Mallet Quartet’s opening movement
takes the listener through a series of canons colored by a variety of tonal areas. As the
longest movement of the work, five sections are presented with an introduction and coda.
Delineated in Table 5.1, this movement may be categorized as a structure in variation
form with the marimbas providing harmonic support and transitory material while the
vibraphones present melodic variance through canons and rhythmic dissonance.
Table 5.1 Formal Structure, Movement I
Section

Measure #s

Prolonged Tonal Area

Introduction

1 – 16

B-Minor

A

17 – 40

G-Lydian
[Transformation - L]

41 – 44

G-Dorian

45 – 68

[Transformation - P]

69 – 72

E-Dorian

73 – 112

[Transformation - PR]

113 – 116

Bb-Lydian

117 – 148

[Transformation - RPR]

149 – 152

Db-Lydian

153 – 168

[Transformation - PR]

169 – 172

C#-Dorian/E-Lydian

173 – 195

[Transformation – P/R]

B

C

D

E

Coda
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Melodic Phrase Length

6-bar canon melody

6-bar canon melody

10-bar canon melody

8-bar canon melody

4-bar canon melody

10-bar unison melody

Texture/Canonic
Displacement/Other

Marimba introduction
Exact repetition –
displaced by 1 quarter
note
Marimba interlude
Exact repetition –
displaced by 1 quarter
note
Marimba interlude
Exact repetition –
displaced by 1 quarter
note; contains first
accidental
Marimba interlude
Exact repetition –
displaced by 1 eighth note
Marimba interlude
V2 serves as
accompaniment – chords
in similar contour
Marimba interlude
No Canon – both
vibraphone voices in
unison

With an introduction from the marimbas, a rhythmic yet harmonically-static tone–
which will be expanded on throughout the work–is immediately set. Within these
opening sixteen measures, Reich establishes the marimba voice’s purpose for the entire
movement by presenting dense harmonies through repeated two-bar rhythmic phrases.
This phrase, as shown in Figure 5.1, is used almost exclusively throughout the movement
with occasional minor modifications. As evidenced in Figure 5.2, these two seemingly
disparate individual patterns share a nearly identical rhythmic buildup when lined up
vertically: while the first marimba strikes 14 beats within its pattern, the second
marimba’s rhythm is slightly modified to strike 15. In context, Reich offsets these
patterns to create an unsettling drive due to its mix of individual beats, unisons, and rests
(Figure 5.3).
Figure 5.1 Original Repeating Phrase in Movement 1, mm. 1-2

Figure 5.2 Rhythmic Similarities and Modifications of Phrase between Marimbas

Figure 5.3 Overlapping Rhythmic Phrase Between Marimbas
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Recalling Reich’s pivotal study of Ewe drumming in the early 1970s, one may
immediately note the similarities between Marimba 1’s opening rhythmic motive and the
standard bell pattern found throughout various African dances such as the Agbadza of
Ghana. As seen in Figure 5.4, regularly recurring patterns are performed simultaneously
to create dense rhythmic layers. While these ensembles consist of many drums, shakers,
and metals, the bell pattern permeates the ensemble sonority by various bell-like
instruments such as gankoqui or gong-gong and serve as the ensemble’s time-keeper,
while the master-drummer serves as the ensemble’s musical leader (Figure 5.5). During
Reich’s study of Ewe drumming, the composer would often transcribe dance patterns and
rhythms he found interesting to incorporate into his own works.32 While this simple bell
pattern is utilized in the marimba voice to begin the harmonic introduction to Mallet
Quartet, this motive regularly reoccurs throughout the movement in the vibraphone voice
and later reappears in the second movement.
Figure 5.4 Reich’s Transcription of Agbadza33

Steve Reich, “Gahu – A Dance of the Ewe Tribe in Ghana,” in Writings on Music, 1965-2000, ed. Paul
Hillier (New York: Oxford University Press, 2004).
33
Ibid., 72.
32
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Figure 5.5 African Bell Instrument, Gankoqui34

Following this opening rhythmic passage, Reich continues the introduction’s push
forward through the use of a relatively rapid harmonic progression – one of the quickest
throughout the entire work. Initiating in the key of B-Minor, the marimbas begin with
two iterations of the aforementioned rhythmic pattern in tonic with an added second and
seventh. After establishing a sense of tonal ambiguity, the marimbas continue with an
equal statement in various modal areas: an anticipating harmony of A-Mixolydian with
B-Minor, A-Mixolydian, and G-Lydian. Although these harmonies do not resolve
according to common voice-leading practice, a satisfying sense of smoothness is
achieved through the marimbas’ slow expansion of range. Beginning within the range of
two octaves, the eight-voice texture gradually opens to two octaves and a sixth to stretch
between the lush low-end of the bass and the instrument’s high tessitura, where the
soprano voice’s line is clear yet balanced (Figure 5.6). Though the work’s general
harmonic staticity will be discussed later in later chapters, this blossoming effect returns
at various moments throughout.

34

Image courtesy of African Music Safari. http://www.african-music-safari.com/gankogui.html.
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Figure 5.6 Introductory Progression in Condensed Form, mm. 1-16

Upon its final harmonic arrival on G-Lydian, the marimba’s introduction – void
of any apparent melodic material – is suddenly interrupted by the stately entrance of
Vibraphone 1 at m. 17. Establishing immediate dominance over the marimba texture, the
vibraphone presents an initial melody emphasizing the prolonged harmony. Clearly
outlined by the harmonic motion in the opening sixteen measures, the familiar meter of ë
is abruptly skewed by the vibraphone’s melodic contour and hypermeter.35 Though the
marimbas continue their two-bar pattern in ë, the vibraphone’s melody conveys the sense
of a four-measure phrase in ö concluding with an early “downbeat” of the next
hypermeasure before its exact restatement (Figure 5.7). Based on the G-Lydian voicing
Reich has maintained in the marimbas for this section, the entrance of the melody
successfully fills the gaps without overlap, leading to clarity between the voices’ pitches.
After further examination of this melodic phrase, the upper note moves stepwise during
the first two written measures every two counts before quickening the melodic rhythm
and reaching the highest note of the phrase, B5. After reaching the implied tonic on the

35

Harold Krebs, “Hypermeter and Hypermetric Irregularity in the Songs of Josephine Lang,” in Engaging
Music, ed. Deborah Stein, (New York: Oxford University Press, 2005), 14-20.
Krebs’ “hypermeter,” “hypermeasures,” and “hyperbeats” are used for the broader scope in metrical
analysis. Krebs argues that phrases and their constituents may not always align with the written meter or
measures and must be analyzed as a relationship between strong and weak beats. In the context of Mallet
Quartet, these predominantly form a hypermeasure of four hyperbeats.
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third hyperbeat, the line falls stepwise, again, every two counts before rising back to the
initial pitch-level of F#5 to restart the phrase.
Figure 5.7 Durational Reduction and Hyperbeats of Canon Melody, mm. 17-23

Following the vibraphone’s two identical statements, Vibraphone 2 enters with
the same melody at m. 29, displaced by one quarter note. Due to the transparency of the
ensemble’s voicings and the original melody’s active nature, this immediate canonic
displacement creates a glassy blend and widening effect that seems to bring a simple line
into a new dimension. After its first complete statement, Reich alters the final counts of
the second in order to propel the section forward into a new tonal realm. Rather than step
from a B5 down to an E5, Reich modifies the final two pitch-levels in mm. 39-40 from
F#5 and E5 to A5 and B5 before rising another half-step to a new peak pitch, C6.
As executed throughout the rest of the movement, each subsequent tonal area
change is marked by a four-bar marimba interlude rhythmically reminiscent of the
opening sixteen measures of the movement. Following this brief transition, Vibraphone 1
repeats a modified melody twice in a row before Vibraphone 2 enters in canon, restates
the phrase, and launches the work into a new tonal area marked by yet another marimba
interlude.
As previously indicated, each section ventures into a new tonal environment
through a Neo-Riemannian triadic transformation. Noting the marimbas’ implied
harmonies, the application of these labels between regions gives a clear picture of their
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relationships. Based on their modal outlines, each section’s basic triads were dissected
and compared through a Neo-Riemannian lens. For example, settings of Section A (GLydian) and Section B (G-Dorian) are respectively distilled down to G-Major and GMinor triads, which transform through a leading-tone exchange or “L.”
More clearly, these tonal shifts are quite apparent when consulting Ian Bates’
Table of Diatonic Relations in Figure 5.8.36 As a reference for movement between modal
regions, Bates lists all possible relationships to the other keys through modal or fixedscale relationships by illustrating columns ordered by number of accidentals and rows by
modal types. Following a vertical motion between the keys, the chart indicates the modal
possibilities of key signature (e.g. D-Aeolian to G-Dorian). Conversely, a diagonal
motion across the chart from bottom-left to top-right delineates a modal transformation
by maintaining centricity of the root (e.g. D-Aeolian to D-Dorian).
Figure 5.8 Ian Bates’ Table of Diatonic Relations

36

Ian Bates, “Vaughan William’s Five Variants of ‘Dives and Lazarus’: A Study of the Composer’s
Approach to Diatonic Organization,” Music Theory Spectrum, vol. 34, no. 1 (2012), 39.
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Applied to the first movement of Mallet Quartet, this model clearly outlines the
harmonic motions along these axes (Figure 5.9). Beginning in B-Aeolian, the work’s
introduction traverses through an anticipation and resolves vertically to A-Mixolydian
before finally continuing upwards and arriving at G-Lydian prior to the vibraphone’s
entrance. Prolonged in G-Lydian for Section A, Section B moves diagonally down and to
the left to G-Dorian before shifting across the Dorian domain to E-Dorian in Section C.
From Section C to D, a diagonal motion from bottom-right to top-left is traversed to BbLydian. Though Bates does not indicate a functionality for this movement across the table
in his 2012 article, one can note the key center’s movement across the whole tone scale
from E to Bb. Perhaps Reich’s use of chromaticism in the melody through the inclusion
of D# down to D-natural forced the notion of tension and release to be easily heard with a
movement to Bb-Lydian. Following this diversion, the tonal region for Section E moves
laterally along the Dorian domain to Db-Lydian before an arrival at C#-Dorian for the
coda. Featuring constant movement between C#-Dorian and its vertical counterpart, ELydian, this shift occurs due to an enharmonic relationship with Db and C#. Although no
apparent pattern is recognized, these triadic transformations certainly continue the
movement’s overall harmonic drive through an interesting, non-traditional way.
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Figure 5.9 Tonal Trajectories in Movement I

Taking a closer look at the canonic lines throughout this movement, one can
detect differences in various domains, such as pitch-content, contour, rhythm, and phrase
length, that collectively render a slow evolution from section to section. As the main
developmental process, the canon melody’s initial six-bar phrase length – written, not
hypermetric – undergoes elongation and diminution over the course of the following four
sections. With a ten-bar phrase at its longest and a final four-bar phrase at its shortest,
each section follows the aforementioned hypermetric dissonance against the marimbas’ ë
meter.
In addition to the elongation of its phrases, many similarities occur between the
canonic melodies by means of motivic resemblance and balanced pacing. Recalling the
heavy syncopation of the initial melody’s dyads from mm. 17-23, the first modification
of the vibraphone’s line presents a variation in the micro-contour of the sixteenth notes
(Figure 5.10). Retaining the hypermetric dissonance against marimbas from the previous
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section, canon melody “B” presents a falling gesture on strong hyperbeats 1 and 3 instead
of maintaining the stagnant accompanying seconds from the original phrase.
Other correlations include the rising contour towards hyperbeat 3 and a
continuation of syncopated sixths throughout. Progressing through similar alterations
without the use of an evident theme, Reich slowly morphs this canonic melody by means
of a Grundgestalt.37 Through this compositional technique, melodic content and contour
is “liquidated” and morphed to provide a sense of cohesion throughout the various
sections of the movement.
Figure 5.10 Durational Reduction and Hyperbeats of Canon Melody B, mm. 45-50

At m.153, the listener is briefly led back to the opening measures of the work
through the fusion of the vibraphone’s “developing variation” and Marimba 1’s initial
rhythmic pattern. As shown in Figure 5.11, these two entities coalesce in Vibraphone 1’s
final solo statement of the movement, where the highest pitch, E6, is introduced. More
specifically, the voice’s utilization of the initial melodic contour in addition the
hypermetric synchronicity in ë firmly grounds the statement as an allusion to the first.
Furthermore, the second half of this section – where the second vibraphone typically

Michael J. Schiano, “Grundgestalt,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University
Press, accessed August 21, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/11868.

37

Coined by Arnold Schoenberg, the Grundgestalt is the basic shape at the center of a musical composition.
Through “developing variation,” this basic idea (or in the context of Mallet Quartet, contour and rhythm) is
“liquidated” throughout the entire work to form similar yet different ideas and melodies rather than an
obvious thematic line.
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enters in canon – indicates the first use of the vibraphone’s substantial sustain as an
accompanying figure in conjunction with the other’s melody. Rather than presenting the
canon melody against Vibraphone 1’s original melody, the imitative falling contour of
Vibraphone 2 reinforces the harmonic content provided by the marimbas, which gives the
presumption that a radically different musical direction is imminent.
Figure 5.11 Durational Reduction and Hyperbeats of Canon Melody E, mm. 153-156

Upon the enigmatic direction of melodically familiar Section E, an abrupt change
in texture at m. 173 launches the movement’s final moments into a relatively chaotic
state. Marking the vibraphone’s first unison passage with Marimba 1, chromaticism and
severe hypermetric ambiguity prolongs the sense of instability and dissonance. While the
two marimbas share similar hypermetrical rhythms to change harmonies within this
section, the vibraphones sometime shift their blocked harmonies a beat ahead which
creates a feel of elusive cohesion. Against the marimbas’ regular rhythmic pattern, the
vibraphones present familiar syncopated figures in an odd-meter feel without an apparent
pattern. Beginning with top note G4 against Marimba 2’s G#4, the vibraphones’ ten-bar
phrase resembles a chromatically-falling contour down to E4 before rising back to G4 for
a predicted restatement. Instead of dropping down melodically as expected, Reich carries
on the chromatic rise from G4 to the extremely dissonant tritone (C#5). Following this
prolonged atmosphere of increasing tension and instability, the dissonant harmonies
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finally resolve to tonic with an extremely sudden textural change on the downbeat of the
second movement.

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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CHAPTER 6
MOVEMENT II: SLOW
Mallet Quartet’s second movement—the shortest of the work—is comprised of
four major sections (Table 6.1). As the only slow movement of the work, Reich states the
following:
…however, in the central slow movement the texture changes into a thinner more
transparent one with very spare use of notes, particularly in the marimbas. I was
originally concerned this movement might just be ‘too thin’, but I think it ends up
being the most striking, and certainly the least expected, of the piece. 38
Taking on this completely different texture compared to the opening movement, the
second movement returns to the opening key signature, B-Minor, in the form of its
relative key, D-Major. With two contrasting motives commanding its structure to
essentially form a brief interlude in strophic form, Reich ventures into the prior
movement’s relative key with a significant use of cluster-chords to generate an ethereal
aura. Generally, the vibraphones follow song-like step-wise motions throughout to offer
the listener continuity amidst a thin environment. Though the melodic figures
consistently tonicize the key area, the marimba texture fails to consummate this harmonic
implication.

38

Steve Reich, Mallet Quartet, New York/London: Hendon Music/Boosey & Hawkes, 2009, Notes.
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Table 6.1 Formal Structure, Movement II
Section

Measure
#s

Prolonged Tonal
Area
(based on melody)

A

196 – 219

D-Major
[Half-step movement]

B

220 – 239

D-Minor
[Transformation - P]

A’

240 – 260

B’

261 – 284

F-Minor
[Transformation - S]
(elision through DbLydian)
G#-Minor
[Transformation - PR]
(elision through DbLydian to E-Lydian)

Motivic Characteristics

Texture/Harmonies

Rhythm based on opening
M1 passage; groups of four
bars
Isolated rhythms –
Vibraphone voices for
composite melody

Quartal/quintal harmonies
never tonicize D; G-Lydian
and B-Minor are prominent
Drastically thinner;
quartal/quintal

Stepwise static motion,
slowly moving up; groups
of two bars rather than four

Revolving around Dbmajor & F-min

Vibraphone voices form
composite melody

Accompaniment from
marimba more active than
first iteration

Following the notion of “developing variation,” the opening melodic line of the
movement nearly replicates Marimba 1’s rhythmic pattern from the first.39 As seen in
Figure 6.1, Reich slows time immediately upon the arrival of m. 196 but softens the
gravity of this transition by presenting a similar motive. Stemming from the
hypermetrical dissonance between instrument groups in the first movement, the use of
differing, simultaneous pulses enables Reich to create another layer based on
fragmentation.40 In the context of this excerpt, the rhythms of the first two bars in
Vibraphone 1’s “A” motive are doubly expanded in the marimbas and stretched over the
course of the four-bar motivic phrase. In doing so, Reich successfully creates a
contrasting atmosphere while maintaining a sense of order and familiarity.

Michael Schiano, “Grundgestalt,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University Press,
accessed August 21, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/11868.
39

40
Utilized as a compositional technique and attribute by composers such Igor Stravinsky and Alejandro
Viñao, multiple-time simultaneously showcases disparate melodic or rhythmic lines to create friction and
release. This technique was pioneered by Conlon Nancarrow through his etudes for player piano.
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Figure 6.1 Transition Between Movement I and Movement II, mm. 195-200

In Section A, Vibraphone 1 leads the melodic phrase through rather static line.
While the marimba voices contribute to an open quartal and quintal harmonic layer,
Vibraphone 2 provides rhythmic reinforcement to the melody with secundal sonorities in
a lower register (Figure 6.1). With rather stagnant counterpoint, Vibraphone 1’s melodic
line is connected to the harmonic textures through an open fifth and presents a clear
chant-like melody featuring the rhythmic motive from the opening movement (Figure
6.2). By strictly maintaining the melodic line to venture on tonic and its leading tone of
the tonal area of D-Major in the first of three eight-measure phrases, a play between
tension and release is apparent in the section’s progression. With the absence of a
downbeat in the second measure of the phrase, the meter of è may be somewhat difficult
to feel due to the initial rhythmic values of the marimbas (Figure 6.1). Figure 6.3
delineates a perceivable hypermeter alternating between ö and ä. Due to this hypermetrical
dissonance between this alternative pulse and the written meter, the textures may
disorient the audience with a sense of stillness in time. Furthermore, the quick movement
from leading tone to tonic on the upbeat of every fourth measure will be a motivic gesture
used throughout the entire movement.
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Figure 6.2 Vibraphone Section A Melody, Movement II, mm. 196-219

Figure 6.3 Perceived Hypermeter of Section A Melody, Movement II, mm. 196-219

Immediately following Section A, the tonal area abruptly shifts to a new,
enigmatic region at m. 220 for Section B. Rather than continuing a melodic line in the
upper register, Vibraphone 1 joins Vibraphone 2 with secundal clusters while the
marimbas continue quartal and quintal sonorities in an even more spatial texture. In a
rather chaotic transfer, the two vibraphone voices exchange rhythms in an echoing
fashion to form a blurred yet discernable melodic contour. In Figure 6.4, the top pitch of
each cluster chord has been joined to show a composite line. When observing the twonote motives in mm. 224-226, for example, the use of “developing variation” is through
rhythmic diminution.
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Figure 6.4 Composite Vibraphone Melody of Section B, Movement II, mm. 220-239

Taking on the secundal clusters of Section B, Reich synthesizes these sonorities
with the melodic line from Section A to initiate Section A’. While the marimbas feature
similar harmonic roles from the movement’s opening section, Vibraphone 2 continues its
cluster chords with a matching contour to Vibraphone 1 to fill out the voicings of the
ensemble.
Beginning at m. 261, Section B’ illustrates further extraction from the motives
presented in the first movement. Recalling the heavy melodic syncopation from the
vibraphone’s dyads in mm. 45-50 (Figure 5.10), Marimba 1’s harmonic gestures through
a series of escalating fifths push the closing section forward (Figure 6.5). With this
quintal motion set in the harmonic background, a distant recollection of the first
movement’s closing passage is formed by the increasingly rising texture. These patterns
are imitated by the vibraphones and continue step-wise motions upward before suddenly
bursting into the active third movement.
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Figure 6.5 Marimba Syncopation and Quintal Motion in Section B’, mm. 261-267

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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CHAPTER 7
MOVEMENT III: FAST
In Mallet Quartet’s final movement, the musical minimalist texture returns to a
fast rhythmic setting initiated by the marimba voices. Rather than clearly presenting a
regular pattern, the mixed-meter use of ó, à, é, and ú creates a fresh harmonic bed for the
work. Comprised of similar structural configurations, both outer two movements of
Mallet Quartet adhere to variation form while showcasing a few notable differences.
Outlined in Table 7.1, sections of the third movement similarly pass through NeoRiemannian transformations but exhibit a modified approach in the vibraphone voice.
Rather than repeating each melody twice before its canonic layering, Reich effectively
quickens the work’s pace by removing this second iteration and displacing the phrase in
canon at a rapid rate before venturing into each consecutive tonal region.
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Table 7.1 Formal Structure, Movement III
Section

Measure #s

Prolonged Tonal Area

Introduction

285 – 294

G-Lydian

A

295 – 321

[Motion through
melody]

322 – 326

B-minor

327 – 359

[Transformation - L]

360 – 364

Bb-Lydian

365 – 386

[Transformation - S]

387 – 392

G-Dorian

393 - 415

[Transformation - R]

416 – 420

Db-Lydian/F-Aeolian

421 – 444

[Transformation - PR]
(elision thru Bb-Lydian)

445 – 449

Eb-Mixolydian/BbDorian

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

450 – 481

Melodic Phrase Length
13-bar / 14-bar

16-bar / 17-bar

11-bar

11-bar / 12-bar

12-bar

Marimba interlude

[Transformation - R]

482 – 486

E-Lydian

487 – 516

[Motion by half-step]

517 – 521

C#-Dorian/G#-Aeolian

522 – 547

[Transformation - R]

16-bar

15-bar

13-bar

548 – 552
Coda

553 – 606

Texture/Canonic
Displacement/Other
Marimba introduction
Occasional B-minor;
Mostly exact repetition –
displaced by 2 eighth notes
Marimba interlude
Static marimbas; canon
similar to before but
decorated and elongated;
Exact repetition –
displaced by 2 eighth notes
Marimba interlude
New canon melody, larger
spaces and longer
durations;
Mostly exact repetition –
displaced by 6 eighth notes
Marimba interlude
Same long dyads in canon
with more eighth note
motives;
Mostly exact repetition –
displaced by 5 eighth notes
Marimba interlude
Canon similar to 2
iterations before;
Mostly exact repetition –
displaced by 5 eighth notes

G-Lydian
[Transformation - S]
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Avoidance of tonic Ab
major; most active canon
overlap; brief movement to
Bb-minor;
Exact repetition –
displaced by 3 eighth notes
Marimba interlude
Increasing canonic
activity;
Mostly exact repetition –
displaced by 6 eighth notes
Marimba interlude
Return to two eight note
motive;
Mostly exact repetition –
displaced by 7 eighth notes
Marimba interlude
Unison coda reaching
thinning harmonic
dissonances; Elevating to
final tonicization of DMajor in final four bars

Rhythmically, Reich immediately quickens the pace from the second movement
with a fresh texture built on an extensive use of constantly alternating meter – a technique
which first emerged in his compositions in 1981 with Tehillim. Scored for a chamber
ensemble consisting of voices, strings, winds, and organs, Tehillim (Hebrew for “psalm”)
was Reich’s first venture into this style. Additionally, some may argue that the work’s
opening passage was the first true melody (rather than a loop) that Reich had written in a
composition. Of Jewish ancestry himself, Reich sought out material for this work and
found a wide variety of text-based selections that would be appropriate for any listener
regardless of faith:
I’d say the words over and over again, the first…text [of the opening of Tehillim]
is the opening of the nineteenth psalm, “the heavens declare glory of God –
Hashamayim mesaperim kavod El,” and I say [them] over and over again, and…a
melody popped in my head… And at the same time…this popped in my head:
one, two, one, two, three, one, two, one, two, three… But what that was, was [sic]
unconscious memories of Stravinsky and Bartok and their changing meters in the
Rite of Spring, in Bulgarian rhythms… But being, I think, one of the best pieces
that I’ve ever written…I basically got a whole new rhythmic vocabulary that then
began to crop up [in my] instrumental music… So this opened up the idea of
constantly changing the meter, which again, just happened as a gift…”41
Following the initial use of this compositional technique in the early 1980s, works such
as The Desert Music (1984), Double Sextet (2007) and Quartet (2013) featured similar
textures.
With these shifts between ó, à, é, and ú time signatures in Mallet Quartet, the two
marimba voices—clearly outlining the changing meter—effectively create an atmosphere
that is unsettling yet forward-moving as the harmonies jump in and out of harmonic
phase to energetically add further incoherence to the progression’s direction (Figure 7.1).

Steve Reich, “Steve Reich Reflects on His Most Significant Works,” Q on CBC, April 14, 2016,
YouTube, Accessed September 3, 2017.
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Upon closer examination, Marimba 2’s deep bass notes subtly shift in between the
melody to outline an elusive hypermetrical dissonance against the written meter.
Recalling both marimba’s static strict role for the majority of the first two movements,
this evolving functionality from the musical background adds yet another dimension in
Reich’s overarching “developing variation.” Rather than stating harmonic emphasis
through blocked chords, Reich’s choice to create motion between the marimbists’ hands
provides the illusion of sustained sonorities against the melodic content found in the
vibraphone voice.
Figure 7.1 Marimba Harmonies Paired with Canon Melody B, mm. 393-403

Stemming from the canonical techniques of the first movement, the final
movement of Mallet Quartet fuses a variety of previously heard motives and the mixedmeter environment to synthesize a new melodic approach. Regarding the individual
melodies themselves, Reich departs from the typical step-wise motion established
beforehand and shifts to a more dynamic style. With lines that actively traverse wide
intervals, thirds and fifths become predominant in the foreground – particularly the
motive of a fifth condensing down into a third – to adequately maintain an atmosphere of
incertitude juxtaposed with cluster-chords in the background. Furthermore, a distinct
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rhythmic motive of two quick dyads followed by other elongated pairs are present in
many of the movement’s canon melodies (Figure 7.1).
Other similarities between the melodies of the bookend movements include a
correlation with rhythmic space and phrase length. As mentioned in an earlier chapter,
the melodies in Movement I exhibit an elongation in phrase length from six bars to ten
bars and a diminution down to four bars throughout its sections. In Movement III,
however, two cycles of this expansion and reduction occur, one in each half. Beginning
with thirteen-bar melodic phrases in Section A, an elongation to 16 bars occurs in Section
B before dropping down to the shortest length, eleven bars, over the course of the next
two sections. From this section, the phrase expands to sixteen measures once again in
Section F and finally condenses to thirteen measures in the final canonic section.
In addition to the similar treatment of melodic phrase lengths, both first and third
movements feature a familiar approach to canonic displacement and augmentation. While
the Vibraphone 2 states exact repetitions in the first movement, the treatment of the
secondary voice in this final movement is slightly modified. Though mostly identical,
Reich takes the liberty to enhance the effectiveness of a quickened progression and
mixed-meter by occasionally adjusting rhythms and pitches to either reinforce melodic
rhythm with Vibraphone 1, fill out the harmony more densely, or outline the meter more
clearly. In addition, the canonic displacement gradually spreads apart, ranging between a
two eighth-note space and a seven eighth-note space. In doing so, the canons seem to
stretch even further across the harmonic bed of the marimbas due to the constantly
moving meter. Due to this elongated shift in displacement, an extended canon phrase
length of one measure is needed in Section A, B, and D to accommodate for the overlap.
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Upon the arrival to the coda at m. 553, a diversion from the increasingly chaotic
canons occurs with a tutti eighth-note passage outlining the constantly-changing meter. In
this final coda, the ubiquitous Reichian characteristic of rising textures permeates the
final moments of Mallet Quartet.42 Over the course of the final 54 measures, all voices
gradually rise in range to create an uplifting sense of finality. Beginning in the middle
range of the instrument, the vibraphones form dense upper- and lower-lines mimicking
the texture of the marimbas. With a vague melodic top line slowly moving stepwise, the
vibraphones lead a rising progression to the upper ranges of the ensemble. Broken up into
eleven sub-phrases, this motivicly vague coda (harmonically outlined in Figure 7.2)
moves towards a final tonicization of the implied key signature, D-Major, in its final
three measures.
Reminiscent of the work’s opening introduction, this blossoming effect begins to
traverse the upper tessitura of the marimbas while gradually thinning the ubiquitous bass
voice until it is completely removed from the texture by a shift to reinforce the pitch A –
tonic’s fifth. Ending on a second-inversion tonic chord, an important characterizing pitch
is missing: the harmony’s third, F#. Though the surrounding progressions imply and
surround D-Major, the omission of the third may have been chosen to step away from the
traditional harmonic practices in order to plant an imaginary frequency in the audience’s
mental ear. Though this final unison chord is perhaps the least cluster-like chord of the
work, an added second from Marimba 1 is also included – possibly to maintain the
quartal/quintal sonorities found throughout Mallet Quartet.

Similar rising textures are found in many of Reich’s works such as Double Sextet (2007), New York
Counterpoint (1985), Sextet (1984), and Quartet (2013).
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Figure 7.2 Rising Pitch-Content and Harmonies in Condensed Form, mm. 553-end

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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CHAPTER 8
A PERFORMANCE GUIDE TO MALLET QUARTET
With a clear understanding of the compositional techniques used throughout
Mallet Quartet, it is possible to discuss the performance practices and artistic suggestions
to ensure a successful performance of this work. Compared to Reich’s earlier works for
percussion such as Drumming and Music for Pieces of Wood, Mallet Quartet can be
perceived as far less mechanical while the minimal use of articulations and dynamics
leaves much up to the interpretation of the ensemble. With this freedom, it is important to
consider Reich’s compositional processes throughout the work, such as effective
presentations of canons, to provide a clear execution of the composer’s intentions.
Furthermore, the challenges of physical endurance and mental concentration, which
permeate the works of Reich, must be confronted.
Instrumentation and Setup
Mallet Quartet is scored for two vibraphones of standard range (F3-F6), one 4.5octave marimba (F2-C7), and one 5.0-octave marimba (C2-C7). While the score
deliberately calls for two 5.0-octave marimbas in its performance notes, the lowest pitch
required for Marimba 1—found in Movement II—is G2, enabling the player to
successfully perform on a 4.5-octave marimba (F2-C7), if needed. An approximate setup
is also included in the score’s performance notes, indicating the vibraphones to face each
other perpendicular to the audience, with the marimbas placed in line with each other
behind the vibraphones on the opposite side from the audience. With all players in close
visual and aural proximity, ensemble issues with balance, tempo maintenance, and other
challenges may be mitigated. Due to this, Reich’s recommended setup has been adopted
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by most performing ensembles with a slight modification in marimba facing angles as
shown in Figure 8.1. For ensembles performing with a 4.5-octave marimba, placing
Marimba I directly to the right of Marimba II will economically reduce the distance
between all players due to the omission of a 5.0-octave’s lowest five keyboard bars.
Furthermore, an optimized placement for music stands will elicit an effective line of sight
for visual communication between players.
Figure 8.1 Instrumentation Setup for Mallet Quartet, Sō Percussion43

Publication and Errata
Completed by the composer on September 3, 2009, Mallet Quartet is published
by Hendon Music, Inc.—a Boosey & Hawkes company—and distributed by Hal Leonard
Corporation.44 Available separately as a study score and set of parts, it is important to
note one difference between both publications: Mallet Quartet’s study score contains 605
measures of music while the set of parts contain 606. This minute alteration occurs in the
43
Sō Percussion, “So Percussion performs Reich’s ‘Mallet Quartet’,” Vic Firth, February 15, 2011,
YouTube, Accessed August 31, 2017.
44
Steve Reich, Mallet Quartet, New York/London: Hendon Music/Boosey & Hawkes, 2009, Notes.
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set of parts where one additional measure of ú is inserted before the work’s final measure.
While this extra measure of music may seem trivial, this added moment of the pattern’s
prolongation may slightly affect an audience member’s perception of the work’s finality.
By studying two separate recordings (to be discussed later in this chapter), Sō
Percussion’s 2010 Nonesuch Records recording adheres to the study score while Third
Coast Percussion’s 2016 Cedille Records recording follows the indications in the set of
parts. The author reached out to the publication company regarding this slight change but
at the time of this document’s publication, no response has been received.
Process Music and Approach to Canons
With his oeuvre beginning in the mid-1960s, Reich articulated the main
compositional style of this time in a series of statements entitled “Music as a Gradual
Process.” 45 In this entry, Reich presents a variety of declarations stating his interests in
the “perceptible processes [in his music] …to hear the process happening [gradually]
throughout the sounding music.”46 Through this lens, the early music of Reich evolves
incredibly slowly to lead the listener down a developmental path in the music. In other
words, Reich compares his music to:
…Pulling back a swing, releasing it, and observing it gradually come to rest;
turning over an hour glass and watching the sand slowly run through the bottom;
placing your feet in the sand by the ocean's edge and watching, feeling, and
listening to the waves gradually bury them.47
While these processes wholly define the patterns found in works such as Clapping Music,
Drumming, and Music for Pieces of Wood, Mallet Quartet’s process patterns—in this

45
Steve Reich, “Music as a Gradual Process,” in Writings on Music, 1965-2000, ed. Paul Hillier (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2004).
46
Ibid., 34.
47
Ibid.
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instance, mostly canons—play a much subtler, less mechanical role throughout the
composition. Though these pattern’s functions are less severe to the integrity of the work
where “too much personality…might get in the way of hearing the structures,” it is still
important to consider the buildup of the canonic, melodic cells to ensure its selfcontained harmonic construct.48
As perhaps the most ubiquitous compositional tool found through Mallet Quartet,
Reich’s use of the canon brings forth interesting sonorities with canons as well as the
self-contained harmonies they naturally create.
To understand the historical importance of this technique within the composer’s
oeuvre, one must look back to his first mature compositional period: the phase-shifting
period. As shown in Table 8.1, many works make the use of a tape loop or short rhythmic
and melodic cells which are then exploited through phase-shifting. In a tape loop piece
such as It’s Gonna Rain (1956), Reich takes two identical audio clips (in this instance, a
sermon by a Pentecostal preacher in the streets of San Francisco) and slightly trims one
by a split-second, which results in a slowly morphing composite recording when both are
simultaneously played back as loops. The result of these two ideas is essentially “a round
or an infinite canon” – where a single melody is presented in succession, which
oftentimes overlap.49

Adam Sliwinski. Interview by Francisco Perez. Email correspondence. August 25, 2017.
Steve Reich, “Music as a Gradual Process,” in Writings on Music, 1965-2000, ed. Paul Hillier (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2004), 34.
48
49
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Table 8.1 Selected Works by Steve Reich Featuring Phase-Shifting
Title
It’s Gonna Rain
Come Out
Melodica
Piano Phase
Violin Phase
Phase Patterns
Clapping Music
Typing Music
Dance Patterns

Instrumentation
Tape
Tape
Tape
Two Pianos
Two Violins
Four Organs
Two Performers
Two Claves, Two Clappers, Two Bass Drums
Two Xylophones, Two Vibraphones, Two Pianos

Year
1965
1966
1966
1967
1967
1970
1972
1993
2002

As it pertains to Mallet Quartet, David Skidmore of Third Coast Percussion notes
the following in their interpretation of the work:
With all the music that we play, we put in a lot of work to understand context,
history, and where appropriate the historical performance practice - then we put
all of that in the mix with our own musical instincts and interpretive preferences.
The same is true for Reich's music. Once you have worked to understand to the
best of your ability how a piece has been played in the past, you can make an
informed decision about how you'll play it in the future.50
With this in mind, an informed interpretation of the canons found throughout the work
must consider the “canons” found in Reich’s early tape pieces. Rather than attempting to
phrase subsidiary canon melodies against the first, perhaps a direct repetition of the first
may elicit a truer, historical approach.
More specifically, the opening movement of the work is divided into five sections
with an introduction and coda with the marimbas providing harmonic support and
transitory material while the vibraphones provide the main melodic material in canon.
After Vibraphone 1 presents a melody twice in each section, Vibraphone 2 joins in canon
at a displacement of either one eighth-note or one quarter-note. In the third movement,
however, Reich slight changes these canonical parameters by having Vibraphone 1

50

David Skidmore. Interview by Francisco Perez. Email correspondence. September 14, 2017.
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present each melody only once before Vibraphone 2 joins in canon with a displacement
length between two and seven eighth-notes. Regardless of the section these canons are
found, it is important to always balance these canonic voices as to not inhibit the
harmonies they naturally manifest. In other words, any two voices sharing melodic
content at a displacement, whether through canons or echoing repetition, should be
balanced.
Tempo
With clear tempo suggestions provided for each movement, many professional
groups have adhered or diverted from these indications (Table 8.2) to render unique
interpretations of Mallet Quartet. It is important to make an informed decision regarding
tempo choices for a number of reasons. To effectively present the oftentimes long
melodic lines found in the vibraphone voice of the two outer movements, tempo must lay
in a range which phrases are not disjunct or occur too quickly in order to establish
coherent, perceptive blocks of auditory information for an audience. On another hand,
exceeding this tempo range may directly affect the performer’s physical endurance or
mental capacity in quickly-changing meters, while falling short may lessen the
effectiveness of the marimbas’ harmonic bed due to slower rhythms.
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Table 8.2 Tempo Choices for Mallet Quartet Based on Professional Recordings
Ensemble

Mvt. I
Average
Tempo

Mvt. I
Duration

Mvt. II
Average
Tempo

Mvt. II
Duration

Mvt. III
Average
Tempo

Mvt. III
Duration

Total
Duration

Amadinda Percussion
Group

§≈ 91

6’26”

∞≈ 81

3’04”

∞≈ 176

4’53”

14’23”

Sō Percussion

§≈ 87

6’47”

∞≈ 80

3’10”

∞≈ 184

4’36”

14’33”

§≈ 88

6’39”

∞≈ 78

3’16”

∞≈ 174

4’55”

14’49”
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Third Coast Percussion
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Referring to Table 8.2, one notes Third Coast Percussion’s choice to interpret this
work at a slightly slower tempo. While the ensemble’s tempo in the first movement of § ≈
88 lays within Reich’s suggestion for § = 88 – 92, average tempi of ∞ ≈ 78 in the second
movement and ∞ ≈ 174 in the third movement fall outside the suggested ranges of ∞ = 82 –
88 and ∞ = 176 – 184, respectively. Due, in part, to the compositional textures of these
two movements, artistic interpretation allows for Reich’s intent to be exaggerated through
a slower tempo. As an example, Reich states the second movement forms the thinnest and
“most striking” movement of the work and creating an even more spatial, almost frozen,
expansive sound world through a slower tempo further aligns with these descriptions.54
With an immediate shift in texture from the end of the first movement, more space is
created, thus requiring a high level of patience from each performer to maintain a steady
tempo and ensemble cohesion. Furthermore, Jason Treuting of Sō Percussion shares the
following regarding the second movement:

Amadinda Percussion Group, “Steve Reich: Mallet Quartet (Full recording),” Aurél Holló, December 6,
2010, YouTube, Accessed September 1, 2017.
52
Steve Reich, WTC 9/11, Kronos Quartet and So Percussion, Nonesuch Records B005LDOEYE, 2011,
compact disc.
53
Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion | Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion, Cedille Records
CDR90000161, 2015, compact disc.
54
Steve Reich, Mallet Quartet, New York/London: Hendon Music/Boosey & Hawkes, 2009, Notes.
51
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The trickiest part of the second movement is that it is so unlike most of Reich's
percussion music and is really sparse. These skeletal, bare-bones aspects of the
writing makes (sic) it tricky to be steady with the rhythms and believe in the
structures. That second movement can be the most satisfying for me when we are
patient with it as it is unlike anything else we play.55
Though the averages found in Table 8.2 are finite, fluctuations in tempo are utilized by
all three ensembles for extramusical phrasing throughout the work. Suggestions for these
approaches will be discussed in a later section of this chapter.
Marimba Voicings & Balance
As mentioned at various points of this document’s analysis, the marimbas’ main
role in Mallet Quartet is to harmonically support and rhythmically drive the textures
found throughout the work. While the bass voice of Marimba 2 stays well outside the
range of the vibraphones’ melodies, it is important to balance Marimba 1’s upper voices
as to not interfere with the melodic content. As one of the work’s performance
challenges, Treuting of Sō Percussion states:
The other biggest trick with putting together Mallet Quartet was dealing with
balance. The low marimba tends to stay out of the way of the vibes and balance
itself quite easily, but the higher marimba part is right in the same frequency
range as the vibes parts and that can be tricky to find the right balance of a solid,
balifon-style marimba approach and a bit softer dynamic to allow the vibes
melodies to come out.56
Setting the main harmonic and rhythmic vocabulary in the opening sixteen measures of
the composition, the unique respective voicings and rhythms of each marimba player
must find a balanced sonority to set the tonal bed underneath the vibraphone canon
melodies as Treuting suggested.
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Jason Treuting. Interview by Francisco Perez. Email correspondence. August 25, 2017.

Ibid.
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Furthermore, many marimba voicings—particularly those containing close
seconds—may be physically awkward but achieving richness of fundamental tone should
be considered for a full sound. Rather than executing these passages on the edges of the
bars in the upper manual of the instrument, finding body positions that allow the
execution of this richness of tone from the marimba is paramount. For example, turning
the body with mallets at wide intervals in order to strike at or near the center of the bar
should be worked out and applied in performance. Figure 8.2 shows a perhaps more
comfortable approach while Figure 8.3 shows an approach to achieve richer fundamental
tone in Marimba 1’s opening sixteen measures of Mallet Quartet.
Figure 8.2 Approach A to Marimba 1’s Opening Passage, Mallet Quartet, mm. 1-16

Figure 8.3 Approach B to Marimba 1’s Opening Passage, Mallet Quartet, mm. 1-16
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In the work’s second movement, it is important to consider the marimba voices’
projection against the vibraphones. In contrast to the outer two movements, the sparse,
open voicings of the marimbas must match sound and style with their hocketing
accompanimental gestures in a seamless fashion. As seen in Figure 8.4, mm. 200-203
shows an example of two independent lines forming a composite rising gesture featured
in Figure 8.5. To effectively execute similar passages, both performers must strive to
elicit a similar articulation and dynamic throughout. Furthermore, a knowledge of the
vibraphone melodic line will disclose an additional repetition of the C# to D gesture.
Figure 8.4 Independent Marimba Lines, Mallet Quartet, mm. 200-203

Figure 8.5 Composite Marimba Line, Mallet Quartet, mm. 200-203

Mental Concentration
As with most, if not all, of Reich’s instrumental works, Mallet Quartet demands a
high level of mental concentration from all performers throughout the composition.
Beginning in the first movement, for instance, the introduction can be easily felt in a ë
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meter while the first canon melody (as well as many consequent melodies) can be
perceived in ö, which creates challenges for the marimba players, particularly, whose
patterns are always in ë. To mitigate this issue, players should study these melodies and
find checkpoints throughout which coincide with their individual patterns. Furthermore,
communication—both aurally and visually—plays a key role in a successful
performance. For example, a slight nod at each rehearsal number between the marimba
players in the first movement may serve as a visual cue to reinforce ensemble alignment
amidst the seemingly disparate melodic and harmonic phrases.
In an even more challenging musical setting, the third movement’s canon
melodies seem to glide over the fast, mixed-meter patterns of the marimbas which, in
turn, force all performers to yet again flex their mental muscles as to not break away from
each section’s phrasings.
Extramusical Phrasing and Interpretation
Similar to many percussion works by Reich, very few phrasing indications are
provided. Predominately found at the beginning of each movement, dynamics are
scarcely utilized while articulations—accent and tenuto markings—are almost
exclusively found in the vibraphone voice.57 While the articulation markings match the
song-like melodic phrases of the vibraphones, a convincing performance of Mallet
Quartet requires the implementation of extramusical phrasing from each player of the
ensemble.

The only articulation markings provided for the marimbas are found in the second movement and in the
final measure of the work.
57
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Most notably, the slow second movement renders great interpretive freedom in
articulation and dynamic. Due to the sustaining capability of the vibraphone, it is possible
for an ensemble to make concrete artistic decisions by slightly modifying durational
values found throughout the movement. Because of the sparse and spatial nature of this
movement, silence through dampening (pedal or mallet dampening) and the addition of
staccato markings at focal moments throughout may further enhance the efficacy of
musical tension and release. An excerpt of Third Coast Percussion’s interpretation from
their Grammy-winning album is shown in Figure 8.6.58 Through the use of additional
staccato articulations, cadential moments of tension and release against the harmonies of
the marimbas are effectively enhanced.
Figure 8.6 Transcription of Third Coast Percussion’s Articulation, mm. 252-260
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For the marimba voices, the first and third movements comprise mostly of
rhythmic cells that lay a harmonic bed under the vibraphones’ canon melodies. To find an
effective balance for drive without being too mechanical or too romantic, slight agogic
emphasis between downbeats or upbeats should be considered. In the third movement,
understanding the composite harmonic texture and emphasizing the large subdivisions of
each changing meter may create a more effective lilt against the canon melodies.

Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion | Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion, Cedille Records
CDR90000161, 2015, compact disc.
59
In this transcription, the author’s interpretation of articulations follows both durational value and sound
quality: accents feature a comparably brighter sonority that is louder in dynamic, tenuto markings indicate a
heavier weight that may render a slightly louder dynamic, and staccato markings indicating representing an
interpretation slightly shorter in duration and lighter in quality.
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While crescendi or decrescendi are not found in the score of Mallet Quartet, many
melodic phrases and harmonic textures throughout the work may elicit a natural growth
or reduction in dynamic. As an example, the vibraphone melody in mm. 17-23 begins on
pitch F#5 before quickly ascending to B5 and dropping below the initial pitch before
repeating the entire phrase. With this natural line, a performer may add slight dynamic
shape to enhance the effectiveness of its melodic content (Figure 8.7).
Figure 8.7 Vibraphone I Melody with Added Dynamics, Mallet Quartet, mm. 17-23

As mentioned beforehand, the outer two movements consist of various sections
segmented by short marimba interludes. During these interludes, the marimbas push the
work forward through exciting—and at times—unexpected Neo-Riemannian harmonic
shifts which may be amplified through dynamic phrasing. While a balance is necessary
during the canonic presentations, the marimbas may abruptly shift to a forte dynamic
during these new tonal regions before decresendoing slightly to support Vibraphone 1’s
melodies.
Finally, over the course of Mallet Quartet’s final 54 measures, all voices form a
cohesive, monolithic texture which gradually rises in range to create an uplifting sense of
finality. As the marimbas’ bass voices are removed from the textures, interpretive
decisions may be made by the ensemble to further enhance this natural push towards the
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upper range of the instruments. While no dynamics are indicated in the score, a more
effective and convincing conclusion is possible with this in mind.
Due to the minimalist nature of Reich’s works, many have categorized his music
as well as other minimalist composers’ as stale or emotionless. When asked where
emotion fits into his music, Reich recalls a rehearsal with Synergy Percussion Group
leading up to a Mallet Quartet performance at the Sydney Opera House:
It was quite different than any of the other [groups]… They took different
sections of it at different dynamic levels…and they said to me, ‘What did you
think?’ And I said, ‘Well, I think it’s great.’ I never imagined that it [was] not in
the score but I tend to under-mark anyways… It’s kind of like a Baroque score,
you know. Mezzo-forte, goodbye, have a good time... That they had come up with
that, gave the piece a whole different feel. I think any music which doesn’t have
the ability to be reinterpreted and to show different facets…that the composer
may never had thought of, [then] there is something wrong with that music. If my
music doesn’t move people, I am crushed. I am miserable and I am a very
unhappy composer. I want people to love it…but ultimately I have no control of
that. All I can do is…write something that I love and hope you will too.60
With this explanation, ensembles should certainly pursue their own interpretations to
render an effective and convincing performance. For further ideas, recommended
recordings are suggested in a later section of this chapter.
Vibraphones
Though the second and third movements require all players to perform utilizing
four mallets, the vibraphone players have a choice whether to perform with two or four
mallets in the first movement in addition to a few brief moments of the third movement.
Groups such as Sō Percussion and Third Coast Percussion utilize four mallets for an
angular and permutational approach while other ensembles such as Amadinda Percussion

ABC RN, “Steve Reich – Rhythm and Minimalism,” YouTube, May 6, 2012,
https://youtu.be/pFS8Ru27rqs.
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Group and NEXUS utilize two mallets for a looser, more relaxed feel.61 To gain an
understanding of the possibility of performing the work with two mallets, it is
recommended to view Amadinda Percussion Group’s video recording of Mallet
Quartet.62
Part-Reading for Marimbas
While all performers must face several mental and technical challenges
throughout Mallet Quartet, the issue of part-reading may perhaps be the most daunting
for the marimbists. Due to the active role of these harmonic voices, performers have
virtually little to no time for standard page-turns over the course of 25+ pages per part of
the work. While the use of many music stands or a dedicated page-turner on stage may
alleviate the situation, these practices may be unattractive in contemporary music
performance. To mitigate this issue, players may have one of several options:
•
•
•
•

Memorize all of the work
Memorize parts of the work and use certain pages of the score
Scan and utilize a tablet/laptop with a Bluetooth page-turner (Figure 8.8)
Create a short-hand which the performer understands for him/herself by distilling
the patterns into a few pages

Adam Sliwinski, Interview by Francisco Perez, Email correspondence, August 25, 2017.
Amadinda Percussion Group, “Steve Reich: Mallet Quartet (Full recording),” Aurél Holló, December 6,
2010, YouTube, Accessed September 1, 2017.
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Figure 8.8 Bluetooth Controller for Page Turns63

Distilling sheet music into musical short-hand is a process that has been utilized
by musicians since the Baroque with figured bass notation.64 While stand-partners of
symphony orchestras’ string sections enable musicians to continually perform music
without breaks, percussionists in many different scenarios are not offered the same
luxuries. In the instance of a contemporary percussion ensemble such as Mallet Quartet,
the performers face the challenge of page-turns with a lack of measured rests: Marimba 1
rests for a total of 4 measures while Marimba 2 rests for no more than one measure at a
time. To alleviate this dilemma without complete memorization or the use of technology,

Image courtesy of AirTurn. http://www.airturn.com.
Peter Williams et al., “Figured bass,” Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, Oxford University
Press, accessed September 1, 2017,
http://www.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.uky.edu/subscriber/article/grove/music/09623.
63
64

In this Baroque technique, a bass instrument, such as a cello or bassoon, performs a specifically notated
line while a chord-striking instrument, such as a harpsichord or lute, improvises on the harmony.
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a performer may create a personal cue card with relevant musical information or what
Sliwinksi of Sō Percussion calls a “cheat sheet.”65
Outlined in his blog post entitled “Read – Memorize – Cheat!,” Sliwinski
advocates this synthesis of note-reading and memorization to form a distilled guide for a
work. While it is important for the performer to “internalize” the music in a variety of
ways, this distillation lessens the amount of information required to memorize any given
piece. Shown in Figure 8.9, Sliwinski’s sheet for the third movement of Mallet Quartet
eliminates his need to fully memorize the shifting meters and only requires his memory
of its harmonic structure and rhythmic patterns.
Figure 8.9 Sliwinski’s “Cheat Sheet” for Mallet Quartet, Movement III66

Another form of creating musical short-hand for these marimba parts is to distill
the score by rhythmic cells as shown in Figure 8.10. Rather than being forced to

Adam Sliwinski, “Read – Memorize – Cheat!,” Adam’s Blog, BlogSpot, July 5, 2013,
http://adamsliwinski.blogspot.com/2013/07/read-memorize-cheat.html.
66
This sheet is utilized in performance in Figure 8.1.
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memorize every chord, detecting and condensing patterns found throughout reduced the
amount of notational information required by the page. In the instance of Figure 8.10, the
initial rhythmic pattern is presented and every subsequent measure repeats the rhythmic
cell with the pitches indicated. Through this practice, a regularly occurring rhythmic cell
must only be memorized in the short-term.
Figure 8.10 Short-Hand for Marimba 1, Mallet Quartet, mm. 1-16

To save additional space, understanding the structure of the first movement
(discussed in a Chapter 5) allows the performer to condense each section even further,
knowing that each melody is a direct repetition once Vibraphone 2 enters in canon
(Figure 8.11). Other cues may be added to reinforce ensemble arrivals such as the arrows
in m. 183, indicating a pitch change which coincides with the beginning of a rhythmic
pattern (Figure 8.12).
Figure 8.11 Short-Hand for Marimba 1, Mallet Quartet, mm. 117-148
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Figure 8.12 Short-Hand for Marimba 1, Mallet Quartet, mm. 183-194

Due to its sparse simplicity, the second movement may be easily memorized or
read as is. It is recommended, if necessary, to include the entirety of the second
movement as written on the same page as the Movement I shorthand.67
In a similar fashion as Sliwinski’s “cheat sheet,” the final movement may be
reduced to a short-hand which will only require a player’s memory of each rhythmic
cell.68 As evidenced in Figure 8.13, it is possible to include the patterns’ tetrachord
pitches from the written part (Figure 8.14) while saving space on a printed page. It is
imperative, though, for the performer to have a deep understanding of the part before
creating a short-hand to ensure a knowledge of the minute differences. For example, the
underlined number in Figure 8.13 indicates all four pitches to sound simultaneously
whereas prior numbers indicate a pattern beginning with the lower two pitches of each
tetrachord. Many small changes from a repetitive pattern are found throughout Mallet
Quartet – it is up to the individual to find what works easiest for themselves. While one
short-hand may work for a specific performer, it may be too difficult to decipher for
another.

When performing either Marimba 1 or Marimba 2, the author prints off two full-bleed 11x17 sheets of
paper: the first including the first two movements and the second including the short hand for the third
movement.
68
Adam Sliwinski, “Read – Memorize – Cheat!,” Adam’s Blog, BlogSpot, July 5, 2013,
http://adamsliwinski.blogspot.com/2013/07/read-memorize-cheat.html.
67
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Figure 8.13 Short-hand for Marimba 1, Mallet Quartet, mm. 574-end

Figure 8.14 Marimba 1, Mallet Quartet, mm. 574-578

Mallet Selection
While many different types of mallets would be viable options for Mallet Quartet,
it is important to consider several artistic and general sound concepts during the selection
process. As mentioned by the composer in the work’s program notes, “slightly too hard a
mallet…can produce noise instead of pitch” in the low-end of the marimba.69 While
certain mallets may generally serve best for the bass register of this instrument, a balance
between weight, color, and hardness must be found in order to achieve clear, articulate
rhythms with a warm, richness in tone throughout the entirety of the work. Furthermore,
the same marimba mallet selection must be utilized for the entirety of the work (if
performed as written, attacca) due to the absence of rests for any sort of implement
change. For the vibraphones, clarity in melodic and canonic presentation at both loud and
soft dynamics is essential. While Reich recommends the selection of mallets utilized by
Sō Percussion, many options are available at the discretion of an ensemble’s sound
concept (Table 8.3).

69

Steve Reich, Mallet Quartet, New York/London: Hendon Music/Boosey & Hawkes, 2009, Notes.
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Following the mallet choices heard in many recordings produced by the
composer’s group, Steve Reich & Musicians, a proclivity for rubber mallets on marimba
tends to create a tendency towards an earthy, tribal sound profile. Though marimba
mallets made of other materials such as yarn and cord may still render a convincing
sound, rubber mallets may produce a certain articulation and balance closer to the likes of
the composer.
Table 8.3 Mallet Selection Choices for Mallet Quartet
Player
V1
V2
M1
M2

Sō Percussion
Vic Firth
Terry Gibbs M32
Vic Firth
Ensemble Series
M153
Vic Firth
Ensemble Series
M153, M152 (Bass Mallet)
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Author’s Selection
Innovative Percussion
Rattan Series RS301
Innovative Percussion
ENS20, ENS 25 (2), ENS30

Suggested Listening
Upon publication of this document, only two professional studio recordings of
Mallet Quartet are widely available. As the official Steve Reich recording on Nonesuch
Records, Sō Percussion’s performance recording accompanies works WTC: 9/11 for
string quartet as well as Dance Patterns for chamber ensemble, and is heralded as
“wonderfully lucid…and calculated precisely.” 71,72 Performed with meticulous precision
and formidable artistry, Sō Percussion’s recording delivers an interpretation that
acknowledges the mechanical nature Reich’s angular, pattern-based music—reminiscent

Steve Reich, Mallet Quartet, New York/London: Hendon Music/Boosey & Hawkes, 2009, Notes.
Steve Reich, WTC 9/11, Kronos Quartet and So Percussion, Nonesuch Records B005LDOEYE, 2011,
compact disc.
72
Andrew Clements, “Reich: WTC 9/11; Mallet Quartet; Dance Patterns,” The Guardian, Accessed
September 3, 2017, https://www.theguardian.com/music/2011/sep/22/reich-wtc911-mallet-quartet-review.
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of Drumming and Music for Pieces of Wood—while taking many slight yet effective
extramusical liberties.
Mallet Quartet’s second professional recording available at the time of this
document’s publication is featured on Third Coast Percussion’s 2016 album Third Coast
Percussion | Steve Reich.73 As the recipient of the 2017 “Grammy Award for Best
Chamber Music/Small Ensemble Performance,” this album available through Cedille
Records also features a slew of Reich’s monumental works for percussion such as Sextet,
Nagoya Marimbas, and Music for Pieces of Wood.74 Overtly noted in the album’s liner
notes, Third Coast Percussion states that “…as the second (or arguably third) generation
to perform Reich’s music, [their] responsibility in performance and recording is not to
document this repertoire—it no longer needs basic preservation—but rather, to put [their]
own stamp on it.”75 With this freedom of interpretation, Reich himself has praised the
ensemble for providing a fresh perspective on his music that he had not yet heard.76
While many passages feature high levels of energy throughout canonic sections, the slow
second movement is perhaps the most thrilling of the recording due to its drastic tempo

Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion | Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion, Cedille Records
CDR90000161, 2015, compact disc.
74
“Our first Grammy Award!” Third Coast Percussion, Accessed September 3, 2017,
http://www.thirdcoastpercussion.com/news/first-grammy-award/.
73

This award marks the first instance of a percussion ensemble winning a Grammy Award in the Chamber
Music category.
Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion | Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion, Cedille Records
CDR90000161, 2015, compact disc, Liner notes.
76
Steve Reich, “GRAMMY-Winning Album ‘Third Coast Percussion | Steve Reich,” thirdcoastpercussion,
October 8, 2016, YouTube, Accessed September 3, 2017.
75

Reich shares: “The album was a complete surprise. This thing arrives and I said, ‘This is really great.’ Here
this thing is going to a third generation and it’s changing. But that’s the way music is supposed to be. It’s
probably the nicest thing that can possibly happen to any composer. So I thank you for that.”
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interpretation as well as the addition of cleverly placed extramusical articulations and
dynamic shifts.
While both Sō Percussion and Third Coast Percussion’s recordings uniquely
showcase the compositional prowess of Steve Reich in different ways, these two
recordings are valuable tools for any ensemble preparing Mallet Quartet.

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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CHAPTER 9
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, the minimalist music of Steve Reich has reached a level of
reverence across the world. As Third Coast Percussion stated, “we discovered through
Reich that music built on an utterly different paradigm could prove deeply rewarding for
performers and audiences alike.”77 Developing as its own movement in the mid-twentieth
century, minimalism swept the country and attracted fans of jazz, rock, and grunge to
listen to compositions in the Western narrative.
With Reich as a major figure in Western art music, the composition of Mallet
Quartet has effectively sustained the rise, if not codification, of the mallet quartet—
centralized on two marimbas and two vibraphones—as a distinct sub-genre of the
contemporary percussion repertoire. Playing a major role in the commissioning of Mallet
Quartet, Treuting of Sō Percussion adds:
…there is something very interesting about two marimbas and two vibraphones.
The balance of wood and metal allows for some timbral coloring, and it's easier to
get those instruments in a room together than it is to find four of any one
instrument (four marimbas, four vibraphones, etc.). The pedals on the vibes offer
this opportunity for sustain, and the low range of the marimbas expand the
register possibilities.78
With these sonic possibilities available to composers, works centered around this mallet
quartet (and potentially including extra secondary instruments) offer a bright future for
musicians and audiences to experience and explore unique sound-worlds that fuse all
areas of percussion. Percussionist and composer David Skidmore of Third Coast
Percussion adds:
Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion | Steve Reich, Third Coast Percussion, Cedille Records
CDR90000161, 2015, compact disc, Liner notes.
78
Jason Treuting, Interview by Francisco Perez, Email correspondence, August 25, 2017.
77
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I think that 2 marimbas and 2 vibraphones create an expansive and exciting
palette for composers. These instruments certainly are fun for me to write for.
You have extremes in register, the possibility for some sustain in the vibraphones,
and both a standardized performance practice on the instrument and the
possibility of continuing to explore new sounds on the instruments through
different mallets and playing techniques.79
Through the rise of the mallet quartet, popular works by well-known composers
such as Paul Lansky, Glenn Kotche, Marc Mellits, Donnacha Dennehy, and Steve Reich
have certainly altered the trajectory of the contemporary ensemble. In addition to Mallet
Quartet, works such as Lansky’s Patterns, Psathas’ Kyoto, and Mellits’ Gravity have
thrilled audiences in concert halls across the globe by bringing the instrumentation of two
marimbas and vibraphones to the forefront. While these instrument choices elicit
attractive characteristics in sound through harmonic and melodic possibilities, practical,
economical, and logistical scenarios come into play as well. For venues where space may
be limited for a performing ensemble, a mallet quartet core may render endless
possibilities when supplemented with drums or percussion accessories.
Looking back on the narrative of Western art music, the genre of the percussion
ensemble is relatively young in comparison and having a musical giant such as Steve
Reich prolifically compose for the medium is greatly appreciated. When asked where
Mallet Quartet fits in the narrative of contemporary percussion, Skidmore of Third Coast
Percussion states:
It's one of the great works in my opinion. And it is so important that Reich
wrote Drumming in 1970-71, Music for Pieces of Wood in 1973, Sextet in
1984, Nagoya Marimbas in 1994 and Mallet Quartet in 2009. To have these
works for percussion written throughout the entire span (so far) of a great
composer's career is, unfortunately, quite rare.80

79
80

David Skidmore, Interview by Francisco Perez, Email correspondence, September 14, 2017.
Ibid.
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With this stature in contemporary music as a whole, the celebration of Reich’s 80th
birthday occurred across the globe in 2016 with portrait concerts of his chamber works as
well as percussion ensemble concerts with pieces such as Drumming, Clapping Music,
and Mallet Quartet. Reich’s works for percussion have, without a doubt, tremendously
enriched the musical literature of percussion with twelve compositions for percussion
alone to date.
Over the course of this dissertation, a primary focus on both analytical and
practical aspects of Mallet Quartet has outlined the compositional techniques—such as
canons and their augmentations, developing variation, metrical dissonance, hypermeter,
and rising textures—that elicit Reich’s voice as a minimalist composer. Additionally, a
discussion of topics such as the setup of instruments, mallet considerations, approaches to
challenges in part-reading, and common ensemble issues delineated pertinent
performance considerations to ensure a successful performance. In conjunction with an
analytical knowledge of the composer’s prowess with rhythmic functions and harmonic
shifts, performers may highlight the brilliant use of “developing variation” (a technique
borrowed from twelve-tone composer Arnold Schoenberg) from beginning to end to offer
the audience a sense of continuity and architectural cohesion. Lastly, understanding
Reich’s choice for each instrument section’s role will bring forth clarity and melodic
transparency through his carefully-picked voicings and deep knowledge of their
respective timbral characteristics.
Through an intense fusion of these musical domains, this unique Reichian style
has manifested itself into Mallet Quartet, effectively creating one of the most exhilarating
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works for percussion and swiftly finding its way into the contemporary percussion’s
canon of literature.

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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PART TWO
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PROGRAM NOTES
A candidate for the Doctor of Musical Arts degree at the University of Kentucky
must present three recitals in partial fulfillment of program requirements. The following
recital programs will provide all recital information as well as comprehensive program
notes about each work performed. The recitals include the following: DMA Solo
Percussion Recital on May 15, 2016, DMA Chamber Percussion Recital on March 26,
2017, and the DMA Lecture Recital on May 6, 2017.
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FRANCISCO PEREZ
IN A DMA SOLO PERCUSSION RECITAL
WITH MATTHEW GEIGER

MAY 15, 2016
SINGLETARY CENTER FOR THE ARTS
RECITAL HALL
5PM
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PROGRAM

A Running Knot (2015)
world premiere

David Skidmore
(b. 1982)

world premiere

Russell Wharton
(b. 1990)

world premiere

David Skidmore
(b. 1982)

Phylogenesis (2016)

Leap (2015)

-

BRIEF INTERMISSION

New York Counterpoint (1985)

Steve Reich
(b. 1936)

To Varèse (2013)

Joseph Tompkins
(b. 1968)

Udacrep Akubrad (2001)
Matthew Geiger, marimba
Tesseract (2016)

Avner Dorman
(b. 1975)
Francisco Perez
(b. 1990)

For recording purposes, please hold applause until after each set/piece and have cell
phones on silent. No flash photography, thank you!
This recital is presented in fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctorate of Musical Arts
in Percussion Performance. Francisco is a student of James Campbell.
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A RUNNING KNOT & LEAP

DAVID SKIDMORE

As a performer with Third Coast Percussion, David Skidmore has performed in hundreds
of concerts across the country, released three studio albums (including Unknown
Symmetry, which features David’s piece Common Patterns in Uncommon Time), and
regularly engages in residency activities at universities and community arts programs. In
2013, Third Coast Percussion began a 5-year ensemble-in-residence position at the
University of Notre Dame’s DeBartolo Performing Arts Center. David has also performed
as a soloist and chamber musician with ensembles including Ensemble Signal, the
Pittsburgh New Music Ensemble, and the Carnegie Hall Academy (Ensemble ACJW),
among others.
Written for vibraphone, drums, and loop pedal, A Running Knot & Leap capture two
contrasting atmospheres while exploring the riveting possibilities of percussive
juxtaposition. Due to the improvisatory nature of the score’s musical roadmap, every
performance of this collection is unique in its own way. A Running Knot & Leap were
commissioned by Francisco Perez.

PHYLOGENESIS

RUSSELL WHARTON

Russell Wharton is a percussionist based in the Dallas/Fort Worth Metroplex area. From
2013-16, he served as a percussion instructor, private teacher, and marching band
percussion arranger for Keller High School in Keller, Texas. In addition to his duties at
Keller, Russell is a battery instructor at The Cavaliers Drum and Bugle Corps, where he
was a member from 2008-2012. Russell graduated from Texas Christian University in 2013
with a Bachelor’s in Music Education. Notable performances with TCU include a
Showcase Concert at the 2011 PASIC with the Percussion Orchestra, Carnegie Hall with
the Wind Symphony, and the 2011 Rose Bowl with the Marching Band and Drumline.
Russell can also be heard on the TCU Jazz Ensemble album Midnight Voyage, and the
recent TCU Percussion Orchestra album Prelude to Paradise, now available from Albany
Records. In the Fall of 2016, he will be moving to Bloomington, Indiana to continue his
percussion studies at Indiana University. Russell proudly endorses Innovative Percussion
sticks and mallets.
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“Phylogenesis is a work for a solo percussionist and is scored for two snare drums with
optional loop pedal. The title refers to the evolutionary history and development of an
organism, and the musical development within this piece loosely mirrors that concept. As
the inspiration for this piece, I considered the journey of organic life from its simple but
alien beginnings to our modern, familiar present.
At the beginning of the piece, the sounds are unfamiliar and the material is strange. Our
young planet boils, and in the primordial soup the first organic life forms are born. As
time passes, the material ‘mutates’ and becomes increasingly complex, eventually
reaching a tipping point. The previous material is abandoned, and we take our first
tentative steps onto land. This cycle continues until the material has evolved into relatively
straightforward rudimental snare drum music, intended as a symbol of ‘modern life’. The
optional use of the loop pedal serves to build a foundation of groove and allows us to
recall the timbres of past material, serving as a reminder of our debt to our predecessors.”
-RW
Phylogenesis was commissioned by Francisco Perez.

NEW YORK COUNTERPOINT

STEVE REICH

Steve Reich is a New York-based Pulitzer Prize-winning composer and pioneer of
minimalism. Often called “America’s greatest living composer” (The Village Voice),
Reich’s music explores steady pulse, repetition, and a unique harmonic language that has
certainly “altered the direction of musical history” (The Guardian).

Composed during the summer of 1985, New York Counterpoint was commissioned by
The Fromm Music Foundation for clarinettist Richard Stolzman. Scored for ten prerecorded clarinet and bass clarinet parts and an eleventh live soloist, the compositional
procedures in this work include several that occurred in Reich’s early music, such as the
opening pulses ultimately coming from Music for 18 Musicians (1976). The use of
interlocking repeated melodic patterns played by multiples of the same instrument can
be found in his earliest works, Piano Phase (for two pianos or two marimbas) and Violin
Phase (for four violins), both from 1967. In essence, New York Counterpoint exploits
temporal and harmonic ambiguity by change of accent to vary the perception of that
which, in fact, is not changing.
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TO VARÈSE

JOSEPH TOMPKINS

Percussionist Joseph Tompkins has performed with the Metropolitan Opera Orchestra,
the New York Philharmonic, the New York City Opera and Ballet Orchestras, and the
Orchestra of St. Luke’s. He is currently the area coordinator of the percussion program at
Rutgers University and a graduate of the Eastman School of Music and the Manhattan
School.
To Varese is a multiple-percussion solo that employs French rudimental concepts. The
recurring theme is based on the snare drum motif in Edgard Varese's 1931 pioneering
work, Ionisation – the first work written for the contemporary percussion ensemble.

UDACREP AKUBRAD

AVNER DORMAN

A native of Israel now living in the United States, Avner Dorman draws on a variety of
cultural and historical influences in composing, resulting in music that affects an
emotional impact while exploring new territories. His works utilize an exciting and
complex rhythmic vocabulary, as well as unique timbres and colors in orchestral,
chamber, and solo settings. The world’s finest orchestras, conductors, and soloists
regularly perform Dorman’s music, and many of his compositions have become
contemporary staples in the repertoire. As an active conductor, Dorman is the current
music director of CityMusic Cleveland Chamber Orchestra. He holds a doctorate in
composition from the Juilliard School and serves as Assistant Professor of Music Theory
and Composition at the Sunderman Conservatory of Music at Gettysburg College.
“In Udacrep Akubrad, I have chosen a similar set of percussion instruments for each of
the players: a marimba, two darbuka, and a tom-tom. This piece draws its inspiration from
the music of our region, extending the Eastern boundaries as far as the Indian subcontinent. The main source materials in this piece are scales and the rhythms emanating
from the traditional classical music of the peoples of the Mediterranean on the one hand,
and on the other: a repetitive minimalism, prevailing also in the music tradition of the
Middle East, but in this piece depending on a technique that has been developed during
the last thirty years.” -AD
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TESSERACT

FRANCISCO PEREZ

“From Carl Sagan to Salvador Dali, Albert Einstein to Johann Otto van Spreckelsen,
Hermann Minkowski to Christopher Nolan, a ravenous curiosity for a dimension outside
our perceptible three has left physicists, artists, architects, and mathematicians alike to
conceptualize a multitude of interpretations beyond the physicality of our own world.
Historically ranging from complex mathematical models and intricate thoughtexperiments to the evocation of omnipotent vessels with the ability to bend the
immensity of space-time, the hypercube – or ‘tesseract’ – has been a commonly drawn
upon entity from this multi-dimensional perspective. Though this geometric figure has
been associated with supernatural and metaphysical capabilities throughout literature
and film, the tesseract is simply the four-dimensional analog of a cube similar to the
relationship between a two-dimensional square and the three-dimensional cube.
Written for solo vibraphone and pre-recorded mallet keyboards, Tesseract is the result of
my exploration between the multiple aural ‘dimensions’ unique to these instruments and
the rhythmic capabilities they so naturally manifest. Rather than leading the listener
through a programmatic narrative, the soloist acts as a sort of constant between the
evolving layers and textures throughout, much like the tesseract serves as a point of
reference to the fourth dimension. This work draws notable inspiration from the hypnotic
and visceral music of Nils Frahm, Dawn of Midi, and Alejandro Viñao.” -FP
Tesseract was commissioned and dedicated to Matthew Geiger.

www.perezperc.com
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
PRESENTS
JEREMY MAYTUM &
FRANCISCO PEREZ
In a DMA Percussion Chamber Recital
featuring BlueSHIFT Percussion
(with Dr. Christopher Butler & Dr. Matthew Geiger)
March 26, 2017
SCFA Recital Hall
6:30pm

*Note: Latecomers will be seated at intermission
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Program
False Summit (2017)*

Christopher Butler (b. 1987)

Tribus Coloribus (2016)

Anders Åstrand (b. 1962)

II. Repente
Selva Luminosa (2017) *

Francisco Perez (b. 1990)

Fratres (1987/2006)

Arvo Pärt (b. 1935)

Trying (2014)

David Skidmore (b. 1982)

NOLA-BÉLA-SOWEGA (2017)*

James David (b. 1976)

Blue Cycle (2017)*

James Campbell (b. 1953)

* denotes world premiere

For recording purposes, please hold applause until after each set/piece and have cell
phones on silent. As a courtesy to performers and other audience members, please turn
off and put away all electronic devices. The use of recording and photographic
equipment is permitted only by approved University personnel. No food or drink is
permitted in this performance venue. We ask that you remain seated throughout the
performance and, if you must exit, that you wait until applause.
This recital is presented in fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctorate of Musical Arts
in Percussion Performance. Jeremy Maytum and Francisco Perez are students of Professor
James Campbell.
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FALSE SUMMIT

CHRISTOPHER BUTLER

Christopher Butler is currently a Lecturer in Percussion at Southern Illinois
University at Carbondale. He proudly endorses Marimba One as an Educational
Artist. In 2016, Christopher completed his doctorate in percussion performance
at the University of Kentucky.

“Written for BlueSHIFT Percussion, False Summit is composed in three short
sections (Fast-Slow-Fast). The work is focused around rhythm and features
elements of multiple-time borrowed from Alejandro Viñao and Steve Reich. The
title of the work was inspired by my hiking trips while on the Colorado Trail. When
summiting Mt. Elbert, you encounter several false summits when you think you
are near the top, but in reality you have so much farther to go.” (CB)

TRIBUS COLORIBUS

ANDERS ÅSTRAND

As a mallet specialist, Swedish composer Anders Åstrand regularly performs and
gives clinics throughout the US, Latin America, Australia, and Europe. He focuses
on melodic and rhythmic improvisation which is also an essential feature in his
compositions. Åstrand has been commissioned to compose original music for ice
instruments, a fighter aircraft, farm equipment, and fire sculptures.
”Tribus Coloribus is the result of several interactions I have had with Matthew
Geiger. After I performed an exciting concert at Morehead State, he gave me a
ride back to Lexington and we had a great discussion about music and asked the
question if I could compose a solo piece for vibraphone. My immediate thought
was wondering if he would like to surround the vibraphone with some marimbas
and other keyboards in the percussion family for exposure and support. By the
time the ride ended at Jim Campbell’s house–who is always very creative–my
brain was spinning! The second movement, Repente (Bounce) was composed at
Charles De Gaulle airport. Thanks to a cancelled flight and many hours to the next,
I was able to turn it into a creative day.” (AA)

SELVA LUMINOSA

FRANCISCO PEREZ

“Selva Luminosa – or ‘luminous jungle' – is my first work for mallet quartet in which
I sought out to feature an earthy, almost tribal sound palette in the marimbas
against the shimmering and brilliant sound of the vibraphone. Much of the
language throughout stems from my daily exposure to a slew of Latin American
genres such as merengue, cumbia, and salsa from an early age as well as my
admiration for the music of Michel Camilo.” (FP)
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FRATRES

ARVO PÄRT

Estonian composer Arvo Pärt is a leader in the mystic minimalism, often drawing
from holy or mystical musical sources and inspired by Gregorian chant.
“Originally composed for an open instrumentation, Fratres is a set of nine
variations composed in the composer’s signature tintinnabuli-style to emulate the
ringing of bells which combines ‘frantic activity and sublime stillness.’” (FP)

TRYING

DAVID SKIDMORE

As a performer with Third Coast Percussion, David Skidmore has performed in
hundreds of concerts across the country and has also performed as a soloist and
chamber musician with ensembles including Ensemble Signal, and the Pittsburgh
New Music Ensemble.
“Trying is a three movement work dedicated to the musical exploration of rhythm
inspired by such rhythmic pioneers as Alejandro Viñao and Swedish metal band
Meshuggah. The work revolves around two marimbas and a variety of unique
percussion sounds such as metal pipes, wooden slats, and dry metal junk sounds.
With such dramatically unique sounds, it is possible to hear these individual
musical voices coexisting in a transparent musical texture in its unique metrical
cycle.” (CB)

NOLA-BÉLA-SOWEGA

JAMES DAVID

Composer James David is associate professor of composition and music theory
at Colorado State University. Among the distinctions David has earned as a
composer are an ASCAP Morton Gould Award, national first-place winner in the
MTNA Young Artists Composition Competition, winner of the Dallas Wind
Symphony International Fanfare Competition, and national winner in the NACUSA
Young Composers Competition.
“As the title implies, NOLA-BÉLA-SOWEGA fuses the music of various sources:
New Orleans second-line brass bands, the harmonic language of Béla Bartok, and
the music from Southwestern Georgia (So-We-GA).” (FP)

BLUE CYCLE

JAMES CAMPBELL

James Campbell has received worldwide recognition as a performer, pedagogue
and author, and is a respected figure in the development of the contemporary
percussion ensemble. He has toured extensively throughout The Americas,
Europe, and Asia. Currently Provost’s Distinguished Service Professor of Music
and Director of Percussion Studies at the University of Kentucky in Lexington, he
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also holds the positions of Principal Percussionist with the Lexington Philharmonic,
drummer with the Kentucky Jazz Repertory Orchestra, Past-President of the
Percussive Arts Society, and was inducted to DCI’s Hall of Fame in 2008.
“Blue Cycle was commissioned by BlueSHIFT Percussion in honor of their first
concert tour. Written for a variety of world percussion instruments, it takes
advantage of the ‘call-and-response’ nature found in many global music cultures.
The opening 11/8 rhythm cycle ‘shifts’ as each player enters. There are sections
that feature each of the performers as a soloist above a ‘shifted-cycle’ ostinato.
The piece ends in a deconstructed cycle that propels the unison group rhythms
to an abrupt conclusion.” (JBC)
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UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
PRESENTS

Steve Reich’s Mallet Quartet
A DMA Percussion Lecture Recital
Presented by Francisco Perez
May 6, 2017 | SCFA Recital Hall | 3pm
assisted by Nick Bolchoz, Dr. Matthew Geiger, and Jeremy Maytum

Topics Covered:
The Rise of the Mallet-Keyboard Quartet
Commissioning of Mallet Quartet (2009)
Canons and their Augmentations
Developing Variation
Metrical Dissonance & Hypermeter
Rising Textures
Practicalities in Performance
This recital is presented in fulfillment of the requirements of the Doctorate of Musical Arts in
Percussion Performance. Francisco Perez are students of Professor James Campbell.
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APPENDIX A
EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH ADAM SLIWINSKI
COMPILED ON AUGUST 25, 2017
FP: With Mallet Quartet as Reich's first work to include the five-octave marimba, can
you elaborate on the process in which you "workshopped" with the composer?
AS: Mallet Quartet was commissioned by four ensembles and their respective
commissioning partners: Sō Percussion, NEXUS, Amadinda, and Synergy Percussion. I
never assumed that Reich would want to workshop at all, because he's Steve Reich. But I
happened to see him at a Bang on a Can benefit, and I casually asked if he needed any
help while he worked on the piece.
He excitedly told me that he had never written for 5-octave marimba before, but he
wanted to get a better sense of what it could do. He knew that the low register had some
unusual characteristics, and he wanted to hear some things before setting anything into
stone.
I offered to have him email me some sketches, and I'd record them on our 5-octave
instrument and send them back.
So we became marimba pen pals, going through several rounds of experimentation.
Ultimately, the beautiful open voicings that you hear in the second marimba part are a
result of this process. He tried a few closer harmonies in the bottom octave, but as you
know those do not sound the same on a marimba as they do on a piano or midi playback.
I was absolutely delighted that he was willing to work in this way, which reflects the way
we ALWAYS work with composers when we can.
FP: Steve Reich states that music naturally passes through several generations, and at
times can create new interpretations for audiences. Does Sō strive to create a personal
stamp in the works of Reich or does the music speak for itself?
AS: We have a very personal approach to his music. We tend to play it a bit faster than
his original groups do, and we really enjoy the mathematical and mechanical aspects of
earlier pieces like Drumming.
For Music for Pieces of Wood, we invented the idea of just tuning raw planks of wood
rather than using tuned claves. He was really excited when he first heard it, saying "well I
guess I never said you COULDN'T do that."
But I do think part of what makes it personal for us is to leave the music alone a bit. In a
piece like Drumming, the multiple ways in which a new complex pattern could be heard
should result from clear playing...too much personality, and you might get in the way of
hearing the structures.
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This process is different from an early piece like Drumming or Music for Pieces of Wood,
where we absorbed performances from earlier generations, than it is for a new piece like
Mallet Quartet. In the case of Mallet Quartet, we were the ensemble chosen to record the
official Nonesuch release, and we decided that the vibraphone players would play the
first movement with four mallets (Amadinda and NEXUS used two mallets). This lends
the music a bit more of a patterned and permutational feel, a bit more angular, while the
two mallet approach has a looseness to it.
FP: Where do you see Mallet Quartet fitting into the canon of percussion literature?
AS: It seems to have taken off!! As you've noticed in our email correspondence, a bunch
of new pieces for that instrumentation have been written in the last 8 years. I think a new
Steve Reich piece was automatically going to become part of the canon.
But there is something very interesting about two marimbas and two vibraphones. The
balance of wood and metal allows for some timbral coloring, and it's easier to get those
instruments in a room together than it is to find four of any one instrument (four
marimbas, four vibraphones, etc.). The pedals on the vibes offer this opportunity for
sustain, and the low range of the marimbas expand the register possibilities.
FP: Do you have any other memorable anecdotes/collaborations with Reich in rehearsal
or performance?
AS: Many, but I might not share them in this format... He is very exacting and energetic.
He knows immediately if he hears what he is looking for. I've been around a few times
when he was unhappy, and I was really glad it wasn't with me!
He has been extremely generous with us and with our students. We have brought our
SoSI students several times to meet him, and he spent a lot of time with them answering
questions. I think Steve has a special affinity for percussionists. Many of the original
musicians who helped him get his work off the ground were percussionists.

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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APPENDIX B
EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH JASON TREUTING
COMPILED ON AUGUST 25, 2017
FP: What challenges in preparation for performance did Mallet Quartet present to Sō and
how were they overcome?
JT: Mallet Quartet is difficult in a few ways. Many of them are pretty normal to Reich's
music. The tricky hocketing in the marimbas in the first movement or to fast canons in
the vibes, especially the mixed meter vocal-like canons in the last movement. The
trickiest part of the second movement is that it is so unlike most of Reich's percussion
music and is really sparse. These skeletal, bare-bones aspects of the writing makes it
tricky to be steady with the rhythms and believe in the structures. That second movement
can be the most satisfying for me when we are patient with it as it is unlike anything else
we play.
The other biggest trick with putting together Mallet Quartet was dealing with balance.
The low marimba tends to stay out of the way of the vibes and balance itself quite easily,
but the higher marimba part is right in the same frequency range as the vibes parts and
that can be tricky to find the right balance of a solid, balifon-style marimba approach and
a bit softer dynamic to allow the vibes melodies to come out.
FP: Why does Sō program the music of Steve Reich?
JT: Steve Reich has been a huge influence on us. We have played his music from the
beginning of the group. Learning Drumming was core to our sound and approach and our
first shows were often all-Reich programs with Drumming: Part 1, Music for Pieces of
Wood, Four Organs, Pendulum Music, Clapping Music, Marimba Phase, etc.
Learning Sextet was big for us as well. That music provides the base for what we do in
many ways. So also traces our lineage back to John Cage as well, but in many ways,
Steve Reich was the first pillar that we jumped off of to music of David Lang and folks
writing post-minimal music in NYC.
The other simple answer is: We love it!
FP: Has the mallet-keyboard quartet established itself as a standard genre in the
percussion repertoire? What attracts you to compose for this instrumentation?
JT: I am not sure that it has established itself as a standard in the percussion repertoire.
With the composers that we work with often and the scene that we are a part of, I don't
think it has formed a strong core yet. In some of Reich's other music, he uses these
instruments along with 2 pianos or more instruments to be a core of what he is doing.
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That said, in the coming years, we are interested in commissioning a few pieces for that
instrumentation. Vijay Iyer is currently writing for us and Donnacha Dennehy's piece has
taken on a similar instrumentation with a few added instruments. I was interested in
writing for that instrumentation to be a companion piece of sorts to Mallet Quartet. My
piece will be in 3 movements as well and pairs the 2 instruments in a similar way that
Reich does, using canons, etc. but in this way, the inspiration was partly
logistical/practical to have another piece to play when 2 vibes and 2 marimbas are on
stage. when the practical meets the artistic (I have been writing a series of pieces using
translating Sudoku puzzles into pitches that would work well in this instrumentation),
then good things can happen. that is my hope in this new project!

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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APPENDIX C
EMAIL CORRESPONDENCE WITH DAVID SKIDMORE
COMPILED ON SEPTEMBER 14, 2017
FP: To quote Steve Reich, “Music passes through several generations.” Additionally, he
seemed quite pleased with the interpretation Third Coast Percussion presented saying,
“I’ve never heard it in that way.” Do you all strive to create a personal stamp in the works
of Steve Reich or does the music speak for itself?
DS: With all the music that we play, we put in a lot of work to understand context,
history, and where appropriate the historical performance practice - then we put all of that
in the mix with our own musical instincts and interpretive preferences. The same is true
for Reich's music. Once you have worked to understand to the best of your ability how a
piece has been played in the past, you can make an informed decision about how you'll
play it in the future.
FP: Why does Third Coast Percussion program the music of Steve Reich?
DS: Third Coast Percussion programs Reich's music because he writes incredibly well for
percussion, and in many ways his musical ideas are realized best on percussion
instruments. He's also a composer of significant historical importance. And most
important: we love his music.
FP: What challenges in preparation for performance did Mallet Quartet present to Third
Coast Percussion and how were they overcome?
DS: In the short term, Mallet Quartet is a difficult piece to play with the rhythmic
accuracy required. The ensemble has to be so tight - there is little room for error in the
placement of a single note. In the long term, the interpretation of the second movement is
something we have spent hours and hours on. We've been playing the piece for years and
we still spend time in rehearsal discussing each phrase and exactly what dynamic to play
each note, and which direction each phrase is going.
FP: Has the mallet-keyboard quartet established itself as a standard genre in the
percussion repertoire? What attracts you to compose for this instrumentation?
DS: I think that 2 marimbas and 2 vibraphones create an expansive and exciting palette
for composers. These instruments certainly are fun for me to write for. You have
extremes in register, the possibility for some sustain in the vibraphones, and both a
standardized performance practice on the instrument and the possibility of continuing to
explore new sounds on the instruments through different mallets and playing techniques.
FP: Where do you see Mallet Quartet fitting into the canon of percussion literature?
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DS: It's one of the great works in my opinion. And it is so important that Reich
wrote Drumming in 1970-71, Music for Pieces of Wood in 1973, Sextet in 1984, Nagoya
Marimbas in 1994 and Mallet Quartet in 2009. To have these works for percussion
written throughout the entire span (so far) of a great composer's career is, unfortunately,
quite rare.

Copyright © Francisco Samuel Perez 2018
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PUBLISHED COMPOSITIONS
2017

Oscillator, for solo multiple-percussion, Rhythm Scene R! Solo Publication

2017

Duende, for percussion ensemble, Tapspace Publications
Commissioned by the University of Texas at Arlington Percussion Ensemble

2017

Pulsar, for solo snare drum and playback, Tapspace Publications
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Commissioned by a consortium led by Korry Friend
2017

Selva Luminosa, for mallet quartet, C. Alan Publications
Commissioned by blueSHIFT Percussion

2016

Citadel of the Stars, for percussion orchestra, C. Alan Publications
Commissioned by the Texas Christian University Percussion Orchestra

2016

Tesseract, for solo vibraphone and prerecorded mallet keyboards, Tapspace Publications
Commissioned by Matthew Geiger

2016

Tesseract, for solo vibraphone and mallet keyboard sextet, Tapspace Publications
Commissioned by the University of Kentucky Percussion Ensemble

2015

Volcán de Fuego, for percussion quartet, C. Alan Publications
Commissioned by the Texas Christian University Percussion Ensemble

2014

Chakalaka, for solo multiple percussion and electronic accompaniment, C. Alan Publications
Commissioned by Kevin Kenney

2014

La Fractura, for percussion trio, C. Alan Publications

2014

Nalu, for marimba quartet, C. Alan Publications

PUBLISHED RECORDINGS
"Stuff" (CD) Label: (c) 2017 New Branch Records – Justin Croushore
"Thomas Pasatieri: Three Symphonies" (CD) Label: (c) 2016 Albany Records – University of
Kentucky Symphony Orchestra
"Prelude to Paradise" (CD) Label: (c) 2015 Albany Records - Texas Christian University
Percussion Orchestra
"Regenesis: Music of Renewal" (CD) Label: (c) 2011 Albany Records - Texas Christian University
Wind Symphony
"Escape Velocity" (CD) Label: (c) 2009 Albany Records - Texas Christian University Percussion
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